
Outdoor–Snow & Mountain Titles 

Fall 2016



9781772271263

Pub Date: 11/1/16

Ship Date: 11/1/16

$14.95

Trade Paperback

48 Pages

Carton Qty: 40

Art  /  Techniques

ART051000

9 in H | 9 in W

Inuit Spirit
A Colouring Book by Artist Germaine Arnaktauyok
Germaine Arnaktauyok

Contributor Bio
Germaine Arnaktauyok is an Inuit artist and illustrator, best known for her prints and etchings
depicting Inuit myths and traditional ways of life. In 1999, she designed the special edition
two-dollar coin commemorating the founding of the territory of Nunavut. She is the co-author, with
Gyu Oh, of My Name Is Arnaktauyok: The Life and Art of Germaine Arnaktauyok. She lives in Yellowknife,
Northwest Territories.

Summary
This colouring book features dozens of line drawings by renowned Inuit artist Germaine Arnaktauyok,
followed by information on Germaine's own artistic process and her unique drawing style inspired by
pointillism. Perfect for art lovers and avid colouring fans alike.

9781772271225

Pub Date: 11/1/16

Ship Date: 11/1/16

$15.95

Hardcover

24 Pages

Carton Qty: 40

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Science & Nature

JNF051150

Series: Animals Illustrated

9 in H | 6.5 in W

Muskox
William Flaherty, Amei Zhao

Contributor Bio
William Flaherty is a conservation officer and an avid hunter who regularly volunteers with Iqaluit
Search and Rescue. He lives in Iqaluit, Nunavut, Canada. Amei Zhao works in visual development
and production design for TV and feature animation.

Summary
Kids will learn how muskoxen raise their babies, what they eat and how they forage, where they can
be found, and other interesting information, like the many fascinating adaptations they exhibit that
allow them to live in colder habitats than most other animals!
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9781772271249

Pub Date: 11/1/16

Ship Date: 11/1/16

$27.95

Hardcover

96 Pages

Carton Qty: 40

Photography  /  Subjects &

Themes

PHO013000

8 in H | 11 in W

Nanuq
Life with Polar Bears
Paul Souders

Contributor Bio
Paul Souders is a professional photographer, traveling around the world and across all seven
continents for more than thirty years. His images have appeared around the globe in a wide variety
of publications, including National Geographic, Geo in France and Germany, Time and Life magazines as
well as hundreds of publishing and advertising projects. His recent photography work in the in the
arctic has drawn wide acclaim, including first place awards at the BBC Wildlife Photographer of the
Year competition in 2011 and 2013, the National Geographic Photo of the Year contest in 2013 and
Grand Prize in the 2014 Big Picture Competition. Over the last three decades he has visited more
than 65 countries and has been slapped by penguins, head-butted by walrus, terrorized by lions and
menaced by vertebrates large and small.

Summary
Nanuq: Life with Polar Bears features gorgeous wildlife photography of polar bears alongside firsthand
accounts of experiences of living alongside the great sea bear. From close encounters with angry
bears to the beauty of watching a polar bear climb an iceberg with its claws and traditional mythology
surrounding life with polar bears, this book gives readers outside the Arctic a firsthand look at what
life with polar bears is really like.

9781772271201

Pub Date: 11/1/16

Ship Date: 11/1/16

$16.95

Hardcover

32 Pages

Carton Qty: 40

Juvenile Fiction  /  Fairy

Tales & Folklore

JUV012040

7 in H | 9 in W

The Owl and the Lemming
Roselyn Akulukjuk

Contributor Bio
Roselyn Akulukjuk is a young Inuit filmmaker and writer living in Iqaluit.

Summary
As Owl swoops down and blocks the entrance to a lemming den, he is sure that he has a tasty meal
in the little animal he has cornered. But this lemming is not about to be eaten! This smart little
rodent will need to appeal to the boastful owl's sense of pride to get away. This fun and cheeky tale
is accompanied by full-colour still photographs of custom-built characters on a hand-built set.
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9781772271218

Pub Date: 11/1/16

Ship Date: 11/1/16

$13.95

Trade Paperback

200 Pages

Carton Qty: 50

Young Adult Fiction  / 

Animals

YAF002030

9 in H | 6 in W

Those Who Run in the Sky
Aviaq Johnston

Contributor Bio
Aviaq Johnston is a young Inuk author from Igloolik, Nunavut. In 2014, she won first place in the
Aboriginal Arts and Stories competition in the senior category for her short story Tarnikuluk, which also
earned her a Governor General's History Award. Her other works include My Mother Tongue published in
Northern Public Affairs magazine, and Language Revitalization published in Nipiit Magazine. She
currently lives between Iqaluit, Nunavut, and North Bay, Ontario.

Summary
A coming-of-age story that follows a young shaman named Pitu as he learns to use his powers and
ultimately finds himself lost in the world of the spirits. After a strange and violent blizzard leaves Pitu
stranded on the sea ice, without his dog team or any weapons to defend himself, he soon realizes
that he is no longer in the word that he once knew. The storm has carried him into the world of the
spirits, a world populated with terrifying creatures—black wolves with red eyes, ravenous and
constantly stalking him and water-dwelling creatures that want nothing more than to snatch him and
pull him into the frigid ocean through an ice crack�—as well as beings less frightening, but equally as
incredible, such as a lone giant who can carry Pitu in the palm of her hand and keeps caribou and
polar bears as pets. After stumbling upon a fellow shaman who has been trapped in the spirit world
for many years, Pitu must master all of his shamanic powers to make his way back to the world of
the living, to his family, and to the girl that he loves.

9781772271232

Pub Date: 10/1/16

Ship Date: 10/1/16

$10.95

Trade Paperback

32 Pages

Carton Qty: 50

Juvenile Fiction  /  Animals

JUV002290

7 in H | 9 in W

Akilak's Adventure
Chalene Chua, Deborah Webster

Contributor Bio
Deborah Kigjugalik Webster grew up in Baker Lake, Nunavut, where she loved to learn about her
Inuit culture and heritage. She has a degree in Anthropology from Carleton University in Ottawa,
Ontario, and works as an Inuit heritage researcher and author. Charlene Chua has had her work
appear in American Illustration, Spectrum, and SILA Illustration West, as well as several art books. She
illustrated the children’s picture books Julie Black Belt: The Kung Fu Chronicles and Julie Black Belt: The
Belt of Fire. She lives in Toronto.

Summary
When Akilak must travel a great distance to another camp to gather food, she thinks she will never
be able to make it. With a little help from her grandmother’s spirit, and her own imagination to keep
her entertained, Akilak manages to turn a long journey into an adventure. Even though she at first
feels that she will never be able to reach her destination, she keeps her grandmother’s assurance
that her “destination is not running away; it will be reached eventually” in mind and ends up enjoying
the journey that at first seemed so daunting.
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9781772271256

Pub Date: 10/1/16

Ship Date: 10/1/16

$10.95

Trade Paperback

32 Pages

Carton Qty: 50

Juvenile Fiction  /  Animals

JUV002070

8.5 in H | 8.5 in W

Kamik Joins the Pack
Darryl Baker, Qin Leng

Contributor Bio
Darryl Baker is an Inuit teacher in Arviat, Nunavut. He was born in Churchill, Manitoba and raised in
Arviat. In 2006 Darryl graduated from the Nunavut Teacher Education Program and he has been
teaching at the Levi Angmak Elementary School since. Besides his career as a teacher, he enjoys dog
mushing and has been an active participant in Hudson Bay Quests and other dog team races
between Rankin and Arviat. Qin Leng is a graphic designer and an illustrator of children’s books. She
is the illustrator of numerous books, including Grandmother Ptarmigan and Norman, Speak! She lives in
Toronto.

Summary
Jake can't wait for his uncle to meet Kamik, and to see what an obedient puppy he is becoming.
Jake's uncle is a great musher, who has won many dog sledding races, and if Kamik is good enough,
Jake hopes today might be the day that Kamik finally gets to run with a dog team! Following Kamik:
An Inuit Puppy Story and Kamik's First Sled, Kamik Joins the Pack continues the story of Jake and his
puppy Kamik as they learn from their elders everything they need to know to some day be part of a
winning sled dog team.

9781772271119

Pub Date: 10/1/16

Ship Date: 10/1/16

$7.95

Board Book

30 Pages

Carton Qty: 40

Juvenile Fiction  /  People &

Places

JUV030090

6 in H | 7.5 in W | 0.8 in T |

0.8 lb Wt

Sweetest Kulu (2nd Edition)

Celina Kalluk, Alexandria Neonakis

Contributor Bio
Celina Kalluk is a throat singer who has performer in countries around the world, including Mali,
Mexico, Greece, and at Windsor Palace as part of Queen Elizabeth II’s Diamond Jubilee Celebration.
She regularly sings as part of the touring cast of Artcirq Inuit Performance Collective, a
community-based circus and multimedia company based out of Iglulik, Nunavut. She is also a visual
artist and has illustrated several book covers and other literacy material. She lives in Iqaluit,
Nunavut, Canada. Alexandria Neonakis is an illustrator who works in the video game industry. She
lives in Los Angeles.

Summary
A lyrical lullaby imbued with traditional Inuit beliefs, this bedtime poem written by internationally
acclaimed Inuit throat singer Celina Kalluk describes the gifts bestowed upon a newborn baby by all
the animals of the Arctic. Lyrically and lovingly written, this visually stunning book is infused with the
Inuit values of love and respect for the land and its animal inhabitants. Named Best Bedtime Book
of 2014 by the Huffington Post, a USBBY Outstanding International Book, and winner of the 2015
Wordcraft Circle Award. Now available in board book format.
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9781772270792

Pub Date: 9/29/16

Ship Date: 9/29/16

$15.95

Hardcover

24 Pages

Carton Qty: 50

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Animals

JNF003020

Series: Animals Illustrated

9 in H | 6.5 in W

Polar Bear
Danny Christopher, William Flaherty

Contributor Bio
Danny Christopher is an illustrator who travels throughout the Canadian Arctic as an instructor for
Nunavut Arctic College. He is the illustrator of The Legend of the Fog and A Children's Guide to Arctic
Birds. He lives in Toronto.
William Flaherty is a conservation officer and an avid hunter who regularly volunteers with Iqaluit
Search and Rescue. He lives in Iqaluit, Nunavut, Canada.

Summary
Kids will learn how polar bears raise their babies, what they eat and how they hunt, where they can
be found, and other interesting information, like the fact that polar bears actually have transparent
fur and black skin!

9781772270808

Pub Date: 8/27/16

Ship Date: 8/27/16

$15.95

Hardcover

24 Pages

Carton Qty: 50

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Animals

JNF003150

Series: Animals Illustrated

9 in H | 6.5 in W

Narwhal
William Flaherty, Hwei Lim

Contributor Bio
William Flaherty is an Inuit conservation officer and an avid hunter who regularly volunteers with
Iqaluit Search and Rescue. He lives in Iqaluit, Nunavut, Canada.
Hwei Lim studied engineering, worked in IT and business consulting, and now draws comics and
other stories. Recent published works include art for The Spirit of the Sea, Spera:Volume 1, and the
Boris & Lalage stories series. He lives in Malaysia.

Summary
Kids will learn about how narwhal raise their young in the cold Arctic ocean, what they eat, and where
they can be found, along with other interesting information, like the fact that a narwhals long tusk is
actually a tooth!
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9781772270839

Pub Date: 8/22/16

Ship Date: 8/22/16

$16.95

Hardcover Picture Book

32 Pages

Carton Qty: 40

Juvenile Fiction  /  Legends,

Myths, Fables

JUV022000

7 in H | 9 in W

The Caterpillar Woman
Carolyn Gan, Nadia Sammurtok

Contributor Bio
Nadia Sammurtok is an Inuit writer and educator originally from Rankin Inlet, Nunavut. Nadia is
passionate about preserving the traditional Inuit lifestyle and Inuktitut language so that they may
be enjoyed by future generations. Nadia currently lives in Iqaluit, Nunavut with her son.
Caroyln Gan is an illustrator and designer working in Sydney, Australia. She has worked in television
as a visual development artist, colour stylist, and set designer. The Caterpillar Woman is her first
book.

Summary
Piujuq is a kind young woman who loves to take long walks on the tundra and dance by her favorite
lake surrounded by butterflies. But one day, she encounters a stranger on her walk. When this
person asks a favour of Piujuq, she happily obliges, and that kindness leaves Piujuq stuck in the
body of a caterpillar. Alone, and thinking that no one could ever love her because of how she looks,
Piujuq does not return to her camp. Instead, she lives a lonely life on the tundra as a caterpillar.
Until one day when another stranger appears . . .

9781772270822

Pub Date: 8/8/16

Ship Date: 8/8/16

$16.95

Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages

Carton Qty: 58

Juvenile Fiction  /  Fairy

Tales & Folklore

JUV012020

9 in H | 6 in W | 0.4 in T |

0.5 lb Wt

Kiviuq and the Mermaids
Toma Feizo Gas, Noel McDermott

Contributor Bio
Toma Feizo Gas has spent ten years working in entertainment arts, with experience in production art,
creative direction, concept design, and illustration. He lives in Toronto.
Noel McDermott is a retired professor of literature at Nunavut Arctic College where he lived and
taught in Inuktitut and English for 35 years. He has held teaching appointments at many other
educational institutions, including McGill University, Trent University, the University of Waterloo,
Ontario as well as at the Sami University in Kautokeino, Norway. His previous book was Akinirmut
Unipkaaqtuat: Stories of Revenge.

Summary
Kiviuq, one of the greatest and most important characters in Inuit mythology, is said to have
travelled over land and sea overcoming obstacles and successfully defeating various fearsome foes.
In Kiviuq and the Mermaids, young readers experience one of Kiviuq's most heart-pounding
adventures: an encounter with a group of frightening mermaids. With only his qayaq to keep him
out of their clutches, Kiviuq must think fast to defeat these angry creatures of the deep!
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9781772270853

Pub Date: 6/1/16

Ship Date: 6/1/16

$16.95

Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages

Carton Qty: 40

Juvenile Fiction  /  Fairy

Tales & Folklore

JUV012030

7.5 in H | 9 in W | 0.4 in T |

0.8 lb Wt

Those That Cause Fear
Neil Christopher, Germaine Arnaktauyok

Contributor Bio
Germaine Arnaktauyok is an Inuit artist and illustrator, best known for her prints and etchings
depicting Inuit myths and traditional ways of life. She is the illustrator of Kiviuq's Journey and Way
Back Then; and the author of My Name is Arnaktauyok: The Life and Art of Germain Arnaktauyok. She
lives in Yellowknife, Northwest Territories. Neil Christopher is an educator, a filmmaker, and an editor
for Inhabit Media Inc. He is the author of several books on Inuit myths and legends for children,
youth, and adults. He lives in Iqaluit, Nunavut, Canada

Summary
From the mahahaa, a fearsome creature that tickles people to death, to the palraiyuk, a reptilian
creature said to have six legs and the body of a snake, this book includes all the creepy, spooky,
and down right scary creatures told about in Inuit traditional myths.

9781772270815

Pub Date: 5/13/16

Ship Date: 5/13/16

$16.95

Hardcover Picture Book

32 Pages

Carton Qty: 40

Juvenile Fiction  /  Girls &

Women

JUV014000

7 in H | 9 in W | 0.4 in T |

0.6 lb Wt

Leah's Mustache Party
Nadia Mike, Charlene Chua

Contributor Bio
Nadia Mike is an Inuit educator, who recently graduated with a bachelor of education from the
University of Regina. Although Nadia has lived in many communities across the North, she considers
Iqaluit, Nunavut, her home. Nadia has two daughters, Leah and Jaime, who constantly teach her to
be less serious and enjoy every day. These two girls have also reminded Nadia of the importance of
children’s literature, and having stories with settings, characters, and themes, that show children that
their lives and cultures are important enough to be in books. Nadia loves to travel, cook, sew, and
drink strong coffee. In 2014, Nadia published her first book, an Inuktitut-language first words board
book. Leah’s Mustache Party is her first picture book. Charlene Chua's work has appeared in the
American Illustration, Spectrum and SILA's Illustration West, as well as several art books. She
illustrated the children's picture books Julie Black Belt: The Kung Fu Chronicles and Julie Black Belt: The
Belt of Fire. She lives in Toronto.

Summary
Four-year-old Leah loved being a pirate for Halloween. She never considered being a princess or a
fairy. But once Halloween has come and gone, Leah misses so many things about her costume. She
misses her sword. She misses saying "Arrrr!" But most of all, she misses her silly moustache. But
Leah knows that it doesn't have to be Halloween to play dress up. She can wear a moustache
whenever she wants! She can wear one while she's watching a movie, or riding her bike, or playing
her favorite game. And when Leah's birthday finally arrives, she knows exactly what she wants to do:
have a party where everyone must wear a moustache! At Leah's moustache party, everyone gets in
on the dress-up fun, even Grandma!
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9781927095799

Pub Date: 4/13/15

Ship Date: 4/13/15

$16.95

Hardcover Picture Book

44 Pages

Carton Qty: 36

Juvenile Fiction  /  People &

Places

JUV030090

7 in W | 9 in H | 0.5 in T |

0.9 lb Wt

The Dreaded Ogress of the Tundra
Neil Christopher, Larry MacDougall

Contributor Bio
Neil Christopher is an educator, a filmmaker, and an editor for Inhabit Media Inc. He is the author of
several books, including Arctic Giants and Ava and the Little Folk. He lives in Iqaluit, Nunavut, Canada.
Larry MacDougall is the award-winning illustrator of numerous books, including The Shadows That
Rush Past. He lives in Stoney Creek, Ontario.

Summary
A fun and creepy introduction to one of Inuit mythology’s most terrifying figures
In this spine-tingling storybook, a group of children come face to face with one of the tundra’s most
fearsome creatures: the amautalik. A huge and smelly ogress that loves nothing more than to
kidnap children, an amautalik is one of the worst foes a child can come up against. In order to
escape the clutches of the frightful ogress, the children will have to outsmart her by thinking quickly.

9781927095744

Pub Date: 4/10/15

Ship Date: 4/10/15

$19.95

Trade Paperback

120 Pages

Carton Qty: 40

Nature  /  Ecosystems &

Habitats

NAT045030

6 in W | 9 in H | 0.6 lb Wt

Terrestrial Mammals of Nunavut
Ingrid Anand-Wheeler

Contributor Bio
Ingrid Anand-Wheeler is an educator, freelance writer, and photographer. She lives in Iqaluit,
Canada.

Summary
Explore the fascinating world of Nunavut’s diverse terrestrial mammal populations in this richly visual,
informative book. Through beautiful photographs and a broad range of information, readers will
learn about the appearances, ranges, and behaviors of eastern Arctic nonmarine mammals. With
detailed information on more than 30 species, this book provides an in-depth look at Arctic
terrestrial mammals. Far from a barren land of ice and snow, this book will introduce readers to the
vibrant natural life of Nunavut through its distinct mammalogy.
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9781927095782

Pub Date: 2/7/15

Ship Date: 2/7/15

$16.95

Hardcover

60 Pages

Carton Qty: 40

Juvenile Fiction  /  People &

Places

JUV030090

7 in W | 9.5 in H | 0.9 lb Wt

How Things Came to Be
Inuit Stories of Creation
Rachel Qitsualik-Tinsley, Sean Qitsualik-Tinsley, ...

Contributor Bio
Rachel Qitsualik-Tinsley is an Inuit storyteller who has authored numerous books about Inuit
mythology and life in the Arctic, including The Shadows Rush Past: A Collection of Frightening Inuit
Folktales and Under the Ice. Sean Qitsualik-Tinsley is the coauthor, along with Rachel Qitsualik-Tinsley,
of Ajjiit: Dark Dreams of the Ancient Arctic and The Raven and the Loon. Patricia Ann Lewis-MacDougall
has been an illustrator for 15 years. She is the illustrator of Black Bear, Loon & Walleye: A Fable from
the Northwoods. She lives in Stoney Creek, Ontario. Emily Fiegenschuh is the illustrator of The
Shadows that Rush Past. Her work has appeared in numerous books, including the New York Times
bestsellers A Practical Guide to Dragons and A Practical Guide to Monsters. She lives in Seattle.

Summary
An illustrated collection of ancient Inuit creation stories
From the origin of the caribou to how the sun and moon were formed, these tales invite readers into
the humor and wisdom of Inuit traditional mythology. With accessible stories and striking artwork,
this work is a compilation of the most popular and important creation tales in the Inuit mythological
canon for the whole family to enjoy.

9781927095751

Pub Date: 12/29/14

Ship Date: 12/29/14

$16.95

Hardcover Picture Book

32 Pages

Carton Qty: 62

Juvenile Fiction  /  People &

Places

JUV030090

8.5 in W | 8.5 in H | 0.5 in T

| 0.7 lb Wt

The Spirit of the Sea
Rebecca Hainnu, Hwei Lim

Contributor Bio
Rebecca Hainnu is the coauthor of A Walk on the Tundra, which was a finalist for the 2013 Canadian
Children’s Round Table Information Book Award, and the coauthor of Walking with Aalasi: An
Introduction to Edible and Medicinal Arctic Plants. She lives in Clyde River, Nunavut, Canada. Hwei Lim is
the illustrator of the Boris and Lalage short stories series and Spera.

Summary
The creation story of one of the central figures in Inuit mythology
This illustrated picture book tells the story of the spirit of the sea, known by many Inuktitut names
including Nuliajuq, Sedna, and Takannaaluk, who is a key figure from the pantheon of Inuit lore.
Sedna was once a young woman who refused to marry, but the lies and deception of a treacherous
bird and her own father’s cowardice lead her to a life of solitude at the bottom of the ocean as the
powerful, and at times vengeful, spirit of the sea. Steeped in Inuit traditional values and lifestyle,
this book serves as an ideal introduction to the mythology of the first peoples to inhabit North
America.
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9781927095768

Pub Date: 12/1/14

Ship Date: 12/1/14

$16.95

Hardcover

60 Pages

Carton Qty: 56

Juvenile Nonfiction  /  People

& Places

JNF038120

7 in W | 9 in H | 0.7 lb Wt

Tuniit
Mysterious Folk of the Arctic
Rachel Qitsualik-Tinsley, Sean Qitsualik-Tinsley, ...

Contributor Bio
Rachel Qitsualik-Tinsley is an Inuit storyteller who has authored numerous books about Inuit
mythology and life in the Arctic, including The Shadows Rush Past: A Collection of Frightening Inuit
Folktales and Under the Ice. Sean Qitsualik-Tinsley is the coauthor, along with Rachel Qitsualik-Tinsley,
of Ajjiit: Dark Dreams of the Ancient Arctic and The Raven and the Loon. Sean Bigham is a concept artist
at Digital Extremes.

Summary
An intriguing book that interweaves anthropological evidence with Inuit traditional knowledge
Tuniit: Mysterious Folk of the Arctic introduces young readers to the huge, shy, powerful, ingenious race
of Tuniit, the people who populated the Arctic even before modern Inuit. Young readers will be
fascinated to discover the great impact these former giants of the Arctic had on some of the most
well-known and practical aspects of Arctic life. By presenting the factual basis for many of the Inuit
traditional beliefs about the Tuniit, this book provides readers with a blend of myth and fact.

9781927095775

Pub Date: 11/1/14

Ship Date: 11/1/14

$16.95

Hardcover Picture Book

32 Pages

Carton Qty: 46

Juvenile Fiction  /  People &

Places

JUV030090

10 in H | 8 in W | 0.4 in T |

0.8 lb Wt

Sweetest Kulu
Celina Kalluk, Alexandria Neonakis

Contributor Bio
Celina Kalluk is a throat singer who has performer in countries around the world, including Mali,
Mexico, Greece, and at Windsor Palace as part of Queen Elizabeth II’s Diamond Jubilee Celebration.
She regularly sings as part of the touring cast of Artcirq Inuit Performance Collective, a
community-based circus and multimedia company based out of Iglulik, Nunavut. She is also a visual
artist and has illustrated several book covers and other literacy material. She lives in Resolute Bay,
Nunavut, Canada. Alexandria Neonakis is an illustrator and designer from Dartmouth, Nova Scotia.
She currently lives with her cat, “Kitty,” in Santa Monica, California.

Summary
A lyrical lullaby imbued with traditional Inuit beliefs
This bedtime poem, written by internationally acclaimed Inuit throat singer Celina Kalluk, describes
the gifts bestowed upon a newborn baby by all the animals of the Arctic. Lyrically and lovingly written,
this visually stunning book is infused with the Inuit values of love and respect for the land and its
animal inhabitants.
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9781927095713

Pub Date: 10/1/14

Ship Date: 10/1/14

$19.95

Trade Paperback

120 Pages

Carton Qty: 80

Social Science  /  Ethnic

Studies

SOC021000

6 in W | 9 in H | 0.4 lb Wt

Inuit Kinship and Naming Customs
Pelagie Owlijoot, Louise Flaherty

Contributor Bio
Pelagie Owlijoot is a manager of curriculum development at Nunavut Arctic College in Arviat, Kivalliq
Region. She has facilitated Nunavut-wide elders’ conferences and Inuktitut terminology workshops,
and has also worked as a translator and interpreter for Council meetings. She lives in Arviat,
Nunavut, Canada. Louise Flaherty is the director of the Inuit Languages and Culture Department at
Nunavut Arctic College.

Summary
Traditionally, Inuit do not call each other by their given names. Instead, they refer to each other
using a system of kinship and family terms, known as tuq&urausiit (turk-thlo-raw-seet). Calling each
other by kinship terms is a way to show respect and foster closeness within families. However, as
more and more Inuit refer to each other by their English first names, rather than their traditional
kinship terms, the tradition of tuq&urausiit is slowly disappearing. This book presents interviews with
four Inuit elders from Kivalliq Region, Nunavut, about how names were chosen, the importance of
using kinship terms, and how the practice of tuq&urausiit has changed over the years. Inuit Kinship
and Naming Customs helps to preserve the knowledge of this tradition for younger generations, both
Inuit and non-Inuit.

9781927095805

Pub Date: 10/1/14

Ship Date: 10/1/14

$19.95

Trade Paperback

56 Pages

Carton Qty: 80

Social Science  /  Ethnic

Studies

SOC021000

9 in W | 7 in H | 0.4 lb Wt

Kiviuq's Journey
Oral History from the Arviat Region
Henry Isluanik, Germaine Arnaktauyok

Contributor Bio
Henry Isluanik is a carver, a hunter, and a storyteller. He lives in Arviat, Nunavut, Canada. Germaine
Arnaktauyok is an Inuit artist and the illustrator of A Sled Dog for Moshi. She is best known for her
prints and etchings depicting Inuit myths and traditional ways of life and in 2000, she designed the
special edition two-dollar coin commemorating the inception of the territory of Nunavut. She lives in
Yellowknife, Northwest Territories, Canada.

Summary
Kiviuq’s Journey presents the legend of Kiviuq, one of Inuit mythology’s most important and
well-known stories about a traveling hunter’s quest to find his home. Providing the legend just as it
has been told for centuries in the Kivalliq Region of Nunavut, this book includes an unfiltered record
of this important, harrowing tale. A preface that contextualizes the story within the Inuit mythological
canon is also included.
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9781927095683

Pub Date: 10/1/14

Ship Date: 10/1/14

$16.95

Hardcover Picture Book

32 Pages

Carton Qty: 48

Juvenile Fiction  /  People &

Places

JUV030090

7 in W | 9 in H | 0.6 lb Wt

The Walrus Who Escaped
Rachel Qitsualik-Tinsley, Sean Qitsualik-Tinsley, ...

Contributor Bio
Rachel Qitsualik-Tinsley is an Inuit storyteller who has authored numerous books about Inuit
mythology and life in the Arctic, including The Shadows Rush Past: A Collection of Frightening Inuit
Folktales and Under the Ice. Sean Qitsualik-Tinsley is the coauthor, along with Rachel Qitsualik-Tinsley,
of Ajjiit: Dark Dreams of the Ancient Arctic and The Raven and the Loon. Anthony Brennan is an
illustrator and web designer.

Summary
A cheerfully illustrated tale with Inuit roots
In the time before animals were as they are today, Walrus, who had spiraled, curly tusks and not the
long, straight tusks we recognize today, spent his time diving for clams. One day, Walrus was about
to surface with a mouthful of tasty clams, when Raven cast a spell on the ocean, freezing Walrus in
place under the water. Walrus’s curly, twisting tusks became frozen in the enchanted ice, but Raven
soon discovered that his magic was no match for Walrus’s great physical strength as he managed to
escape, but his tusks would never be the same. This fun, dynamic animal tale pits two of the Arctic’s
most popular animal characters against each other in an amusing battle of wits and brawn.

9781927095492

Pub Date: 9/1/14

Ship Date: 9/1/14

$12.95

Trade Paperback

76 Pages

Carton Qty: 60

Social Science  / 

Anthropology

SOC002010

9 in W | 7 in H | 0.6 lb Wt

Unikkaaqatigiit
Arctic Weather and Climate Through the Eyes of Nunavut's Children
David Natcher, Mary Ellen Thomas, Neil Christopher

Contributor Bio
David Natcher is the director of the Indigenous Land Management Institute at the University of

Saskatchewan. He is the author of Reclaiming Indigenous Planning and Settlement, Subsistence and

Change Among the Labrador Inuit. He lives in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. Mary Ellen Thomas is the

senior research officer at Nunavut Research Institute. She lives in Iqaluit, Nunavut, Canada. Neil

Christopher has spent years researching Inuit myths and legends. He is the author of several books

on the topic for children, youth, and adults, including Arctic Giants, The Country of Wolves, The Hidden,

and Stories of the Amautalik. He lives in Iqaluit, Nunavut, Canada.

Summary
Compiled from writing, poetry, and illustrations created by young Nunavummiut, this anthology
explores diverse aspects of the theme of weather—from Inuit mythology to traditional knowledge,
climate change, and daily survival. These creative works, created as part of an Arctic Weather Centre
contest in the mid-1990s, are gathered here for the first time and accompanied by helpful
information about each community represented. Through full-color illustrations and engaging poetry
and stories written both in Inuktitut and English, learn more about the vital force of Arctic weather as
seen through the eyes of children.
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9781927095591

Pub Date: 8/1/14

Ship Date: 8/1/14

$29.95

Hardcover

256 Pages

Carton Qty: 12

Juvenile Fiction  /  People &

Places

JUV030090

8 in W | 10 in H | 0.8 in T |

2.6 lb Wt

The Hidden
A Compendium of Arctic Giants, Dwarves, Gnomes, Trolls, Faeries, and Other Strange Beings From
Inuit Oral History
Neil Christopher, Mike Austin

Contributor Bio
Neil Christopher is an author and has spent years researching Inuit myths and legends. He is the
author of Arctic Giants. He lives in Iqaluit, Nunavut, Canada. Mike Austin is an illustrator and a tattoo
artist with more than 25 years of experience. His images have appeared in multiple books about
Inuit mythology and he has represented Canada at several international tattoo competitions. He
lives in London, Ontario.

Summary
An illustrated Inuit guide to the things that go bump in the night
Forget werewolves and forget vampires! Let yourself be drawn into the dark world of the shape-
shifters, ogresses, trolls, and demons of the Canadian Arctic. This collection of field notes
meticulously documents the dark side of Inuit legends, complete with hideous monsters and
unspeakable deeds. Each creature is brought to life by the stunning illustrations of Mike Austin, a
world-renowned tattoo artist. Exposing the beings that lurk in Arctic shadows, this gothic illustrated
book is destined to become a collector’s item for any reader interested in dark folklore.

9781927095409

Pub Date: 6/19/14

Ship Date: 6/19/14

$9.95

Paperback Picture Book

32 Pages

Carton Qty: 180

Juvenile Fiction  /  People &

Places

JUV030090

10 in W | 8 in H | 0.2 lb Wt

Trip to the Moon
Vera Evic

Contributor Bio
Vera Evic is an author. She lives in Pangnirtung, Nunavut, Canada.

Summary
A whimsical look at lunar exploration, this book helps to demystify contemporary Arctic life and
serves as a tool to open up cultural studies
This adventurous tale follows three boys from Pangnirtung, Nunavut, who, after discovering an old oil
drum on the beach, embark on a journey they’ll never forget. Their magical trip to the moon is
brought to life by interpretive illustrations drawn by several young artists. Written and illustrated by
community members living in the Pangnirtung area, this vibrant, imaginative, community-driven
publication showcases the talents and ingenuity of local artists.
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9781927095102

Pub Date: 4/1/14

$19.95

Trade Paperback

242 Pages

Carton Qty: 28

Nature  /  Rocks & Minerals

NAT030000

6.5 in W | 9 in H | 1.3 lb Wt

Common Rocks and Minerals of Nunavut
Jurate Gertzbein

Contributor Bio
Jurate Gertzbein has written or contributed to more than 15 books, including Roadside Geology of
Ontario and Rock ON: Geology of Ontario. During a 30-year geology career, she worked as en
exploration geologist, an interpretive geologist, a prospector, a mine inspector, and a mineral
development advisor for both provincial and federal governments. She was the director of both the
Northwestern Ontario Prospectors Association and the Manitoba Prospectors association, and was the
spokesperson for the Ontario Prospector’s Assistance Program. She lives in Atikokan, Ontario.

Summary
The fascinating world of Nunavut’s diverse rocks and minerals is vividly presented in this richly visual,
informative book. Through beautiful photographs and a broad range of information—each account
includes an absorbing “Did You Know?” section with facts—readers will learn about the appearances,
traditional and modern uses, and environments of eastern Arctic rocks and minerals. The book
covers everything from diamond to granite, from the most precious to the most common stone. The
distinct geology presented in this guide will show readers that, far from a barren land of ice and
snow, Nunavut hosts a vibrant environment.

9781927095522

Pub Date: 4/1/14

$13.95

Hardcover Picture Book

24 Pages

Carton Qty: 60

Juvenile Fiction  /  People &

Places

JUV030090

7.5 in W | 7.5 in H | 0.5 lb

Wt

Grandmother Ptarmigan
Qaunaq Mikkigak, Joanne Schwartz, Qin Leng

Contributor Bio
Qaunaq Mikkigak is an elder, artist, and throat singer. She is the coauthor of The Legend of the Fog
and she was featured in Dorset Sculpture and Inuit Women Artists: Voices from Cape Dorset and Cape.
She lives in Cape Dorset, Nunavut, Canada. Joanne Schwartz is a children’s librarian and the author
of the children’s picture books City Alphabet, City Numbers, and Our Corner Grocery Store, which was
nominated for the 2010 Marilyn Baillie Picture Book Award. She is the coauthor of The Legend of the
Fog. She lives in Toronto. Qin Leng is a designer and illustrator. She is the illustrator of numerous
picture books, including Kamik: An Inuit Puppy Story and A Walk on the Tundra. She lives in Toronto.

Summary
A sing-song parable that serves as an introduction to traditional Inuit stories
It’s bedtime for baby ptarmigan, but he will not go to sleep. So his grandmother decides to tell him
a bedtime story that he will never forget. With whimsical illustrations by Qin Leng, this nursery rhyme
is an inspired rendition of a traditional Inuit origin tale. Retold by Cape Dorset elder Qaunaq
Mikkigak and author Joanne Schwartz, is perfect for the youngest of readers.
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9781927095584

Pub Date: 4/1/14

$19.95

Trade Paperback

200 Pages

Carton Qty: 44

History  /  North America

HIS029000

Series: In Those Days:

Collected Writings on Arc

6 in W | 9 in H | 1 lb Wt

Inuit Lives
Kenn Harper

Contributor Bio
Kenn Harper is a columnist for Nunatsiaq News in Iqaluit, Nunavut. He is the author of Give Me My
Father’s Body: The Life of Minik, the New York Eskimo. A resident of the Canadian Arctic for 30 years,
Harper is fluent in Inuktitut and has written extensively on northern history and the Inuktitut
language. He lives in Iqaluit, Nunavut.

Summary
Arctic historian Kenn Harper gathers the best of his columns about Inuit history in this exciting
collection. Harper shares the life histories of several Inuit living in precontact times, pulling back the
curtain on the harsh and at times politically fraught conditions with which they had to contend. The
result of extensive interviews, research, and travel across the Arctic, these amazing, short life
histories are tales of survival, struggles against adversity, and triumph, and provide readers with a
detailed understanding of each person’s specific time and place.

9781927095546

Pub Date: 4/1/14

$10.95

Trade Paperback

120 Pages

Carton Qty: 96

Juvenile Fiction  /  People &

Places

JUV030090

Series: Arctic Moon Magick

6 in W | 9 in H | 0.4 lb Wt

Skraelings
Clashes in the Old Arctic
Rachel Qitsualik-Tinsley, Sean Qitsualik-Tinsley

Contributor Bio
Of Inuit ancestry, Rachel Qitsualik-Tinsley was born into the traditional 1950's culture of iglu-building
and dog-sledding, later becoming a translator, writer, and activist. She is a scholar of world religions,
and considered an authority on Inuit language, mythology, and pre-colonial religion. She has
published several hundred articles, as well as many mythic retellings and works of original fiction.
Her current projects focus on utilizing fiction to discuss unique Inuit mystical and philosophical
concepts stemming from Inuit cosmology of the pre-contact period. Her goal is to reveal, for all
readers, the secret thought and sophistication behind Inuit cosmology. She has published for a wide
range of ages, her work having been accessed as university course content. In 2012, she received a
Queen Elizabeth II Diamond Jubilee Award for her written contributions to Canadian culture.

Of mixed heritage, Sean Qitsualik-Tinsley enjoyed a multicultural background steeped in naturalism,
before training as a writer in Toronto. He is a literatist of world religions, comparative esoterism, and
my...

Summary
A historical coming-of-age story set in the arctic landscape

In this adventurous novel—set in the ancient Arctic, but told by an inquisitive and entertaining
contemporary narrator—a wandering Inuit hunter named Kannujaq happens upon a camp in grave
peril. The inhabitants of the camp are Tuniit, a race of ancient Inuit ancestors known for their
strength and shyness. The tranquility of this Tuniit camp has been shaken by a group of murderous,
pale, bearded strangers who have arrived on a huge boat shaped like a loon. Unbeknownst to
Kannujaq, he has stumbled upon a battle between the Tuniit and a group of Viking warriors, but as
the camp prepares to defend itself against the approaching newcomers, Kannujaq discovers that the
Vikings may have motivations other than murder and warfare at the heart of their quest. This lush
historical fiction is steeped in Inuit traditional knowledge and concepts of ancient Inuit magic.
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9781927095577

Pub Date: 4/1/14

$16.95

Hardcover Picture Book

48 Pages

Carton Qty: 40

Juvenile Fiction  /  People &

Places

JUV030090

8.5 in W | 8.5 in H | 0.9 lb

Wt

The Blind Boy & the Loon
Alethea Arnaquq-Baril

Contributor Bio
Alethea Arnaquq-Baril is an Inuit filmmaker, animator, and documentarian. She wrote, directed, and
animated the short Lumaajuuq and directed the documentary Tunnit: Retracing the Lines of Inuit
Tattoos. She lives in Iqaluit, Nunavut, Canada.

Summary
Rich and sweeping illustrations buttress this origin tale unique to Inuit mythology
Based on an acclaimed National Film Board of Canada animated short, The Blind Boy & the Loon is a
retelling of a traditional Inuit story that explains the origin of the narwhal, an arctic whale known for
its distinctive spiral tusk, while cautioning listeners against the dangers of seeking revenge. In this
story, a boy who has been blind for many years is approached by a loon who says she can help him
regain his sight. Before restoring the boy’s sight, the loon tells the boy that it was his own mother
who blinded him while she was grieving over the death of her husband. Filled with a desire of
vengeance, the boy tricks his mother into harpooning a large whale and allows her to be dragged
into the sea by the animal. As the mother is pulled to the bottom of the ocean, her hair twists into a
tight tusk and she becomes the first narwhal. The boy’s need for revenge leaves him and his
heartbroken sister alone on the land. Alethea Arnaquq-Baril’s mystical, brooding animation has been
adapted to a picture boo...

9781927095508

Pub Date: 4/1/14

$16.95

Hardcover Picture Book

32 Pages

Carton Qty: 40

Juvenile Fiction  /  Fairy

Tales & Folklore

JUV012030

7 in H | 9 in W | 0.4 in T |

0.6 lb Wt

The Raven and the Loon
Rachel Qitsualik-Tinsley, Sean Qitsualik-Tinsley, ...

Contributor Bio
Rachel Qitsualik-Tinsley is an Inuit storyteller who has authored numerous books about her heritage
and life in the Arctic, including The Shadows Rush Past: A Collection of Frightening Inuit Folktales and
Under the Ice. Sean Qitsualik-Tinsley is the coauthor, along with Rachel Qitsualik-Tinsley, of Ajjiit:
Dark Dreams of the Ancient Arctic and Qanuq Pinngurnirmata: Inuit stories of How Things Came to Be.

Summary
A cheerfully illustrated tale from traditional Inuit mythology
In the time before animals were as they are today, Raven and Loon were both white. Their feathers
had no color at all. Raven spent his days swooping through the sky trying to fight off his incessant
boredom, while loon spent her days in her iglu working away on her sewing. One day, too bored to
even fly, Raven visited Loon and suggested a sewing game that would give their feathers some
much-needed color. The results led to Raven and Loon acquiring their now-familiar coats. This
retelling of a pan-Arctic traditional story features lively, colorful illustrations and the whimsical
storytelling of two of the Arctic’s most gifted storytellers.
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9781927095157

Pub Date: 11/1/13

$24.95

Trade Paperback

100 Pages

Carton Qty: 30

Social Science  /  Folklore &

Mythology

SOC011000

9 in W | 7 in H | 0.8 lb Wt

Tulugaq
An Oral History of Ravens
Kerry McCluskey

Contributor Bio
Kerry McCluskey has been chronicling myths, tales, and legends about the raven for the last 15
years. Since 1993 she has been working as a journalist and writer throughout the Arctic. She lives in
Iqaluit, Nunavut, Canada.

Summary
Ravens appear in mythology and folklore the world over. The result of 10 years of research and
interviews, Tulugaq examines the raven’s place in Canadian Arctic society and reveals a bird that is at
times loved, mailigned, dreaded, and even revered. With dozens of photographs and stories from
communities across Nunavut, the Yukon, and the Northwest Territories, Tulugaq is a visually stunning
examination of one of the animal kingdom’s most complicated figures.

9781927095317

Pub Date: 9/1/13

$9.95

Trade Paperback

40 Pages

Carton Qty: 110

History  /  Polar Regions

HIS046000

9 in W | 7 in H | 0.3 lb Wt

How to Build an Iglu and a Qamutiik
Solomon Awa, Andrew Breithaupt

Contributor Bio
Solomon Awa teaches traditional knowledge at Nunavut Arctic College and works for the Qikiqtani
Inuit Association. Andrew Breithaupt is a freelance illustrator and a former electronic media
instructor in the illustration program at Sheridan College.

Summary
The iglu, a traditional winter shelter built in the Arctic for centuries, is a vital part of Inuit culture. The
qamutiik, a traditional sled used for hunting, is an essential tool whose versatility and dependability
have allowed it to endure over time. In How to Build an Iglu and a Qamutiik, Solomon Awa provides
thorough how-to instructions on building iglus and qamutiiks, along with general background
information on their construction and importance to survival.
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9781927095263

Pub Date: 9/1/13

$10.95

Trade Paperback

32 Pages

Carton Qty: 112

Juvenile Fiction  /  People &

Places

JUV030090

8.5 in W | 8.5 in H | 0.3 lb

Wt

Nala's Magical Mitsiaq
A Story of Inuit Adoption
Jennifer Noah, Qin Leng

Contributor Bio
Jennifer Noah moved to Iqaluit in her mid-twenties, where she worked in the field of mental health
and addictions counseling and later transitioned into a youth health researcher role, where she
worked collaboratively with communities to develop an evidence-based model for youth wellness and
empowerment programs in Nunavut that reflect Nunavummiut voices, Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit, and
Inuit values. Qin Leng works as a designer and illustrator in Toronto. She graduated from the Mel
Hoppenheim School of Cinema and has received many awards for her animated short films and
artwork. She has published numerous picture books for publishers worldwide.

Summary
Adoption among Inuit families—known as Inuit custom adoption—is a unique and age-old practice
that sees families within Nunavut placing children with adoptive parents in the community as they
see fit. Nala’s Magical Mitsiaq tells the story of how Nala and Qiatsuk became sisters through Inuit
custom adoption.

9781927095041

Pub Date: 9/1/13

$24.95

Mixed Media Product

108 Pages

Carton Qty: 26

Juvenile Fiction  /  People &

Places

JUV030090

9 in W | 7 in H | 1.2 lb Wt

The Country of Wolves
Neil Christopher, Ramon Perez

Contributor Bio
Neil Christopher is an author and has spent years researching Inuit myths and legends. He is the
author of Arctic Giants. He lives in Iqaluit, Nunavut, Canada. Ramón Perez is a Canadian freelance
cartoonist and writer working predominantly in comic books, children’s books, and magazines as a
graphic storyteller. An honors graduate of the illustration program at Sheridan College, he has been
creating art professionally for 15 years.

Summary
Based on the acclaimed animated film of the same name, this visually stunning graphic novel takes
readers on a mysterious adventure with two brothers who are lost at sea. It begins as an average
hunting trip for two young men. But when they find themselves adrift at sea, the only safe haven to
be found for miles—a mysterious village filled with the sounds of drum dancing and revelry—turns
out to be even more dangerous than the frigid ocean.
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9781927095287

Pub Date: 9/1/13

$16.95

Hardcover

32 Pages

Carton Qty: 50

Juvenile Fiction  /  People &

Places

JUV030090

7 in W | 10.5 in H | 0.7 lb Wt

The Legend of Lightning and Thunder
Paula Ikuutaq Rumbolt, Jo Rioux

Contributor Bio
Paula Ikuutaq Rumbolt is from Baker Lake, Nunavut, and is currently attending Concordia University
in Montreal. After high school, she attended Nunavut Sivuniksavut in Ottawa and learned much about
Inuit history and culture. Jo Rioux is a freelance illustrator who has illustrated Swordquest for
HarperCollins and the graphic novel series A Sam and Friends Mystery for Kids Can Press. She is also
the author the graphic novel series Cat’s Cradle.

Summary
In The Legend of Lightning and Thunder, a traditional legend that has been told in the Kivalliq region of
Nunavut for centuries, two siblings resort to stealing from their fellow villagers, and inadvertently
introduce lightning and thunder into the world. This beautifully illustrated traditional legend weaves
together elements of an origin story and a traditional cautionary tale, giving young readers an
accessible window into centuries-old Inuit mythology that is specific to the Kivalliq region of Nunavut.

9781927095249

Pub Date: 6/1/13

$24.95

Trade Paperback

208 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Reference  /  Dictionaries

REF008000

5.5 in W | 8.5 in H

Inuinnaqtun English Dictionary
Gwen Angulalik

Contributor Bio
Gwen Angulalik is a translator and the owner of Angulaalik Inuinnaqtun Language Services.

Summary
The only Inuinnaqtun-language dictionary in Canada, this indispensable reference compiles nearly
2,000 terms in Inuinnaqtun and English. With definitions and terms in both languages, this
dictionary will become a reliable resource for both native speakers of and newcomers to the
language of the Kitikmeot region of Nunavut. Originally published in 1996, this version has been
revised and updated by the original editor.
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9781927095133

Pub Date: 4/1/13

$14.95

Hardcover

46 Pages

Carton Qty: 30

Nature  /  Ecosystems &

Habitats

NAT045030

10 in W | 8 in H | 1 lb Wt

Avati
Discovering Arctic Ecology
Mia Pelletier, Sara Otterstätter

Contributor Bio
Mia Pelletier grew up exploring the lakes and forests of the Canadian Shield. Drawn to shorelines
and wild places, Mia studied ecology and lived in California and the Magdalen Islands before moving
to Baffin Island, Nunavut, in 2010. In Nunavut, she works with Arctic seabirds and with Inuit on the
co-management of protected areas. Mia enjoys exploring the Arctic tundra and learning about the
fascinating plants, animals, and people that call this region home. Sara Otterstätter is a freelance
artist and illustrator.

Summary
The Arctic is not a barren, frigid landscape filled with only ice and snow. It is a complex ecosystem
that contains many thriving habitats, each supported by dozens of ecological relationships between
plants and animals. From the many animals that live and hunt at the floe edge to the hundreds of
insects that abound on the summer tundra, this book gives a detailed bird’s-eye view of the
fascinating ways that animals, plants, and insects coexist in the Arctic ecosystem.

9781927095119

Pub Date: 4/1/13

$10.95

Trade Paperback

32 Pages

Carton Qty: 152

Juvenile Fiction  /  Animals

JUV002070

8.5 in W | 8.5 in H | 0.2 lb

Wt

Kamik
An Inuit Puppy Story
Donald Uluadluak, Qin Leng

Contributor Bio
Donald Uluadluak is an elder from Arviat, Nunavut. He was raised on the land by his grandparents,
who hunted game for survival. He was an elder advisor for the Nunavut Department of Education for
several years. Recently he retired and began recording memories and recollections from his life to
publish as books for future generations. Qin Leng works as a designer and illustrator in Toronto. She
graduated from the Mel Hoppenheim School of Cinema and has received many awards for her
animated short films and artwork. She has published numerous picture books for publishers
worldwide.

Summary
When Jake finally gets a puppy to call his own, all he can think about is the fast, strong sled dog
that his puppy will become. But Kamik is far from an obedient sled dog. He won’t listen, he tracks
mud all over the house, and he’s a lot more work than Jake ever thought a puppy could be. But
after a visit with his grandfather, who raised many puppies of his own while living out on the land,
Jake learns that Inuit have been raising puppies just like Kamik to be obedient, resourceful, helpful
sled dogs for generations.
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9781927095164

Pub Date: 4/1/13

$8.95

Trade Paperback

32 Pages

Carton Qty: 120

Juvenile Nonfiction  /  People

& Places

JNF038120

8 in W | 8 in H | 0.2 lb Wt

Ukaliq ? Puppies
Fun for Little Nunavummiut

Contributor Bio
Inhabit Media is a Canadian, Inuit-owned publishing company that aims to promote and preserve
the stories, knowledge, and talent of Northern Canada. They are located in Iqaluit, Nunavut.

Summary
Ukaliq is a fun and informative activity book about Nunavut, designed for readers from ages three to
six. It’s jam-packed with comics, stories, games, facts, photographs, and illustrations, providing
young readers with entertaining and engaging opportunities to practice their independent reading
skills. This book features everything kids could want to know about Arctic puppies, complete with
full-color photographs, a beautifully illustrated version of a traditional myth, and a lively and exciting
array of educational activities, from mazes to coloring pages.

9781927095171

Pub Date: 11/1/12

$29.95

Trade Paperback

172 Pages

Carton Qty: 28

History  /  Polar Regions

HIS046000

8.5 in W | 10 in H | 1.4 lb Wt

Caribou Skin Clothing of the Igloolik Inuit
Sylvie Pharand

Contributor Bio
Sylvie Pharand is an anthropologist who visited Iglulik, Nunavut, for the first time in 1971 to study
the traditional clothing of the Iglulingmiut. After having carried out research in social and community
development in Quebec, she returned to the Arctic to continue her interest in the protection and
promotion of Inuit culture and knowledge.

Summary
Caribou Skin Clothing of the Igloolik Inuit outlines the various steps involved in the creation of
traditional Inuit caribou skin clothing, namely the hunt, preparation, and sewing. In addition to
diagrams and practical instructions, this book is filled with historical information and insights from
elders of the Igloolik region. Meticulously researched by former Arctic resident and anthropologist
Sylvie Pharand, this book can be used as a practical guide to creating caribou skin clothing, as well
as a general-interest text for those interested in traditional skin clothing.
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9781927095027

Pub Date: 9/1/12

$13.95

Hardcover

40 Pages

Carton Qty: 50

Juvenile Fiction  /  People &

Places

JUV030090

8.5 in W | 8.5 in H | 0.7 lb

Wt

Ava and the Little Folk
Neil Christopher, Alan Neal, Jonathan Wright

Contributor Bio
Neil Christopher moved to Resolute Bay, Nunavut, and worked as a high school science teacher. He
currently works as an editor for Inhabit Media Inc. Alan Neal is a Canadian journalist and radio
personality. He is the host of All in a Day, the regional afternoon program on CBC Radio One.
Jonathan Wright is an illustrator and animator living in Iqaluit, Nunavut. He graduated from
Sheridan College in Ontario and has illustrated for a variety of newspapers, magazines, and books.

Summary
The most magical things can come in tiny packages! In the Arctic, tales of tiny people who live on
the land abound. This children’s story follows the adventures of an orphan named Ava who is left to
fend for himself by the adults in his village. One day, cold and alone, Ava stumbles upon a group of
magical dwarves who finally show him how it feels to have a home of his own.

9781927095195

Pub Date: 9/1/12

$19.95

Trade Paperback

142 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Nature  /  Plants

NAT026000

6.5 in W | 9 in H | 1 lb Wt

Common Plants of Nunavut
Carolyn Mallory, Susan Aiken

Contributor Bio
Carolyn Mallory divides her time between library work and writing, and has dedicated much of her
time to learning about the natural world around her. She is the author of Common Insects of Nunavut.
Susan Aiken is a botanist for the Canadian Museum of Nature.

Summary
Explore the fascinating world of Nunavut’s varied plant life in this richly visual, informative book.
Through beautiful photographs and a broad range of information—including traditional knowledge
about plant use compiled through interviews with Inuit elders—readers will learn about the
appearances, adaptations, life cycles, and habitats of the diverse array of plants that live in the
North. Far beyond a barren land of ice and snow, this book will introduce readers to the beautiful
variations of plant life that abound on the tundra.
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9781926569406

Pub Date: 9/1/12

$9.95

Trade Paperback

32 Pages

Carton Qty: 82

Juvenile Fiction  /  People &

Places

JUV030090

8 in W | 10 in H | 0.4 lb Wt

Kalla
Navarana Beveridge

Contributor Bio
Navarana Beveridge is the executive director of the Qikiqtani Inuit Association.

Summary
Join Kalla as he visits the circus and discovers the many fun-filled ways numbers, shapes, and
patterns exist in the world around us. Using a straightforward question-and-answer format, this
colourful narrative introduces children aged three to five to the concepts of grouping, counting, and
pattern-building. Written in English, French, and five Inuit dialects, this book is instructional,
interactive, and entertaining.

9781927095034

Pub Date: 9/1/12

$13.95

Hardcover

40 Pages

Carton Qty: 50

Juvenile Fiction  /  People &

Places

JUV030090

8 in W | 10 in H | 0.7 lb Wt

The Giant Bear
An Inuit Folktale
Jose Angutingunrik, Eva Widermann

Contributor Bio
Jose Angutingunrik is an elder and storyteller from Kugaaruk, Nunavut. Eva Widermann is a
freelance illustrator and concept artist whose work has been published in a wide variety of books,
magazines, and games. Her work has become renowned for its realistic and evocative edge.

Summary
One of the most terrifying creatures to be found in traditional Inuit stories is the nanurluk, a
massive bear the size of an iceberg that lives under the sea ice. Its monstrous size and ice-covered
fur make it an almost impenetrable foe. Jose Angutingunrik, a gifted storyteller and respected elder
from Kugaaruk, Nunavut, brings to life a story of the great nanurluk that has been told in the
Kugaaruk region for generations.
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9781927095010

Pub Date: 9/1/12

$9.95

Trade Paperback

32 Pages

Carton Qty: 130

Juvenile Fiction  /  People &

Places

JUV030090

8.5 in W | 8.5 in H | 0.3 lb

Wt

Under the Ice
Rachel A. Qitsualik, Jae Korim

Contributor Bio
Rachel A. Qitsualik was born and raised in the traditional Inuit culture. After working as a language
specialist and consultant, she found success as a writer. She has published hundreds of articles on
Inuit culture and folklore and has also contributed to books, including Ring of Ice, Our Story, America
is Indian Country, and Canada in 2020.

Summary
Winter can be cruel in the Arctic, and food quickly grows scarce for those who cannot hunt. In these
difficult times, the grandmother of an orphaned boy wishes aloud for the qallupaluit—strange,
monstrous creatures that live under the sea ice—to take her grandson away forever. The old woman
soon regrets her hasty words when the little boy is snatched and carried away. After enlisting the help
of her fellow villagers, the old woman learns that her grandson may be happier with the qallupaluit
than he ever was with her.

9781927095003

Pub Date: 3/1/12

$19.95

Trade Paperback

172 Pages

Carton Qty: 40

Nature  /  Plants

NAT026000

6.5 in W | 9 in H | 0.9 lb Wt

Common Insects of Nunavut
Carolyn Mallory

Contributor Bio
Carolyn Mallory divides her time between library work and writing, and has dedicated much of her
time to learning about the natural world around her. She is the author of Common Plants of Nunavut,
which she co-wrote with Susan Aiken.

Summary
Explore the fascinating world of Nunavut’s insects in this richly visual, informative book. Through
beautiful photographs and a broad range of information—including traditional knowledge compiled
through interviews with Inuit elders—readers will learn about the appearances, adaptations, life
cycles, and behaviors of the diverse array of arthropods that live in the North.
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9781926569437

Pub Date: 9/1/11

$13.95

Hardcover Picture Book

40 Pages

Carton Qty: 44

Juvenile Fiction  /  People &

Places

JUV030090

8.5 in W | 8.5 in H | 0.7 lb

Wt

A Walk on the Tundra
Rebecca Hainnu, Anna Ziegler, Qin Leng

Contributor Bio
Rebecca Hainnu is a graduate of the Nunavut Arctic College Teacher Education Program and works as
an elementary school teacher. She has worked on several educational publications, including
Classifying Vertebrates and Math Activities for Nunavut Classrooms. She is also a coauthor, with Anna
Ziegler and Aalasi Joamie, of Walking with Aalasi: An Introduction to Edible and Medicinal Arctic Plants.
Anna Ziegler develops holistic educational programs and resources for the Nunavut Literacy Council.
She is the author of Tukisigiaruti Qaujisaqtulirinirmut: A Life Science Handbook for Nunavut Educators and
the coauthor, with Rebecca Hainnu and Aalasi Joamie, of Walking with Aalasi: An Introduction to Edible
and Medicinal Arctic Plants. Qin Leng works as a designer and illustrator in Toronto. She graduated
from the Mel Hoppenheim School of Cinema and has received many awards for her animated short
films and artwork. She has published numerous picture books for publishers worldwide.

Summary
A Walk on the Tundra follows Inuujaq, a little girl who travels with her grandmother onto the tundra.
There, Inuujaq learns that the tough little plants she sees are much more important to Inuit than
she originally believed. In addition to an informative storyline that teaches the importance of Arctic
plants, this book includes a field guide with photographs and scientific information about a wide
array of plants found throughout the Arctic.

9781926569390

Pub Date: 9/1/11

$13.95

Hardcover

40 Pages

Carton Qty: 27

Juvenile Fiction  /  People &

Places

JUV030090

8.5 in W | 8.5 in H | 0.7 lb

Wt

Kaugjagjuk
Marion Lewis, Kim Smith

Contributor Bio
Marion Lewis was born in Iqaluit, Nunavut, and has lived in communities throughout the Arctic. She
was introduced to the imaginative and beautiful world of Inuit traditional stories while studying at the
Nunavut Teacher Education Program in Iqaluit. Kim Smith is an illustrator who has worked in
magazines, advertising, animation, and children’s gaming. She graduated the Alberta College of Art
and Design. She lives in Calgary, Alberta.

Summary
The legend of Kaugjagjuk—a mistreated orphan who gains the strength to stand up for himself with a
little help from the Man of the Moon—is a traditional Inuit tale told throughout the Arctic. Reimagined
for modern audiences by emerging Inuit writer Marion Lewis and brought to life by Kim Smith’s
beautiful illustrations, this version of the Kaugjagjuk story gives young readers a chance to
experience this traditional tale that has been carefully passed from storyteller to storyteller for
generations.
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9781926569451

Pub Date: 9/1/11

$13.95

Hardcover

40 Pages

Carton Qty: 36

Juvenile Fiction  /  People &

Places

JUV030090

8.5 in W | 8.5 in H | 0.7 lb

Wt

The Legend of the Fog
Qaunaq Mikkigak, Joanne Schwartz, Danny Christophe...

Contributor Bio
Qaunaq Mikkigak is an elder, artist, and throat singer from Cape Dorset, Nunavut. She was featured
in the books Inuit Women Artists: Voices from Cape Dorset and Cape Dorset Sculpture. Joanne Schwartz
is a children’s librarian and the author of the children’s picture books City Alphabet, City Numbers, and
Our Corner Grocery Store, which was nominated for the 2010 Marilyn Baillie Picture Book Award. She
lives in Toronto. Danny Christopher is an illustrator and painter based in Toronto. A couple months a
year in different communities in the arctic, he teaches for the NTEP program of Arctic College and the
University of Regina.

Summary
In this traditional Inuit story, a simple walk on the tundra becomes a life or death journey for a
young man. When he comes across a giant who wants to take him home and cook him for dinner,
the young man’s quick thinking saves him from being devoured by the giant and his family, and in
the process releases the first fog into the world. Written by Cape Dorset elder Qaunaq Mikkigak and
Marilyn Baillie Picture Book Award–nominated author Joanne Schwartz, this action-packed picture
book brings a centuries-old traditional tale to life for modern readers.

9781926569444

Pub Date: 9/1/11

$13.95

Hardcover

40 Pages

Carton Qty: 46

Juvenile Fiction  /  People &

Places

JUV030090

10 in W | 8 in H | 0.8 lb Wt

The Orphan and the Polar Bear
Sakiasi Qaunaq, Eva Widermann

Contributor Bio
Sakiasi Qaunaq has lived most of his life in the Arctic Bay area. His grandmother told him stories as
a child and fostered in him a love for traditional legends. In his youth the stories were told for
entertainment, but today he feels their retelling is crucial to sustaining Inuit traditions and culture.
Eva Widermann is a freelance illustrator and concept artist whose work has been published in a wide
variety of books, magazines, and games. Her work has become renowned for its realistic and
evocative edge.

Summary
In the world of Inuit traditional stories, animals and humans are not such different creatures.
Animals can speak to, understand, and form relationships with humans. In The Orphan and the Polar
Bear an orphaned boy who is abandoned on the sea ice by a group of cruel hunters is discovered and
adopted by a polar bear elder. While living in the polar bear’s village, the orphan learns many
lessons about survival, but most importantly, he learns something about himself and his own place
in the world.
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9781926569468

Pub Date: 9/1/11

$13.95

Hardcover

42 Pages

Carton Qty: 46

Juvenile Fiction  /  People &

Places

JUV030090

8.5 in W | 8.5 in H | 0.8 lb

Wt

The Shadows that Rush Past
A Collection of Frightening Inuit Folktales
Rachel A. Qitsualik

Contributor Bio
Rachel A. Qitsualik was born and raised in the traditional Inuit culture. After working as a language
specialist and consultant, she found success as a writer. She has published hundreds of articles on
Inuit culture and folklore and has also contributed to books, including Ring of Ice, Our Story, America
is Indian Country, and Canada in 2020.

Summary
The Shadows That Rush Past introduces young readers to some of the creepiest, scariest stories from
Inuit mythology. These tales, told by critically acclaimed writer Rachel Qitsualik, bring to life four
creatures from Inuit mythology: the amautalik, akhla, nanurluk, and mahaha. These tales are filled
with child-stealing ogresses; half-man, half–grizzly bear monsters; ice-covered polar bears 10 times
the size of normal bears; and a smiling creature that surprises unsuspecting campers and tickles
them to death.

9781926569475

Pub Date: 8/1/11

$9.95

Trade Paperback

104 Pages

Carton Qty: 120

Juvenile Fiction  /  People &

Places

JUV030090

5.5 in W | 8.5 in H | 0.4 lb

Wt

Joy of Apex
Napatsi Folger

Contributor Bio
Napatsi Folger was born and grew up in Iqaluit, Nunavut. She lived there until her family moved to
Vancouver in 1991. Napatsi returned to Iqaluit in 2004 to work for the Department of Education,
Government of Nunavut. In 2010 she moved to Toronto to continue her education at the University
of Toronto.

Summary
Joy is ten years old, living in Apex, Nunavut—a suburb of Iqaluit—and loving life. Her little sister
Allashua may be annoying, but all in all Joy loves living at the top of the world in Apex. But when Joy
begins to notice her parents fighting a lot more than usual, and her mom staying with her sisters in
Iqaluit more than she is home, Joy’s perfect life soon becomes a lot more complicated. As Joy
navigates her parents’ separation and its effects on her family, she learns some valuable lessons
about how to cope when life gets tough.
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9781926569185

Pub Date: 6/1/11

$29.95

Trade Paperback

160 Pages

Carton Qty: 36

Art  /  Native American

ART041000

8 in W | 10 in H | 1.2 lb Wt

Isuma
The Art and Imagination of Ruben Anton Komangapik
Ruben Anton Komangapik

Contributor Bio
Ruben Anton Komangapik is and Inuit sculptor, carver, jeweler, metalworker, performing artist, and
musician best known for his whalebone and soapstone sculptures depicting Inuit mythological and
legendary figures, traditional hunting scenes, and game animals, as well as his unique jewelry and
metalwork.

Summary
Ruben Anton Komangapik is one of the Arctic’s most gifted sculptors. His work has been exhibited
across Canada, with pieces on permanent loan to the Museum of Nature and Culture in Montreal. In
Isuma, Ruben’s vibrant, provocative sculpture and his artistic process are brought to life by
photographer Estelle Marcoux Komangapik’s arresting images. Part autobiography, part art object,
this book introduces one of the Arctic’s most talented young artists.

9781926569307

Pub Date: 5/1/11

$14.95

Trade Paperback

200 Pages

Carton Qty: 39

Fiction  /  Fantasy

FIC009070

6 in W | 9 in H | 1 lb Wt

Ajjiit
Dark Dreams of the Ancient Arctic
Sean A. Tinsley, Rachel A. Qitsualik, Andrew Trabb...

Contributor Bio
Rachel A. Qitsualik was born and raised in the traditional Inuit culture. After working as a language
specialist and consultant, she found success as a writer. She has published hundreds of articles on
Inuit culture and folklore and has also contributed to books, including Ring of Ice, Our Story, America
is Indian Country, and Canada in 2020. Sean A. Tinsley he has published numerous articles on Inuit
culture, folklore, and mythology, He is the coauthor, with his wife Rachel A. Qitsualik, of Qanuq
Pinngurnirmata: Vol. 1, a book of Inuit myths expressed in modern narrative.

Summary
Award-winning science fiction writer Sean A. Tinsley and respected Inuit author Rachel A. Qitsualik
lend gothic interpretation to Inuit shamanism in this original collection of dark fantasy for modern
audiences. Drawing on familiar tropes of the fantasy and science fiction genres, Ajjiit gives fans of
mainstream fantasy fiction and the short stories of writers such as Tanith Lee and Charles de Lint a
whole new mythological world to discover.
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9781926569383

Pub Date: 5/1/11

$19.95

Trade Paperback

88 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Fiction  /  Fairy Tales, Folk

Tales, Legends & Mythology

FIC010000

6 in W | 9 in H

Kappianaqtut
Strange Creatures and Fantastic Beings from Inuit Myths and Legends
Neil Christopher, Austin Mike

Contributor Bio
Neil Christopher is an author and has spent years researching Inuit myths and legends. He is the
author of Arctic Giants. He lives in Iqaluit, Nunavut, Canada. Mike Austin is an illustrator and a tattoo
artist with more than 25 years of experience. His images have appeared in multiple books about
Inuit mythology and he has represented Canada at several international tattoo competitions. He
lives in London, Ontario.

Summary
Each volume in the Kappianaqtut series provides readers with an in-depth academic examination of
two mythological creatures from Inuit mythology. The series examines Inuit myths from an
ethnographic perspective and fosters discussion on the variations and multiple representations of
the myths and creatures in question. This volume, which explores the giants of the North and the
mother of the sea mammals, has been fully revised and updated.

9781926569161

Pub Date: 4/1/11

$24.95

Trade Paperback

288 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Fiction  /  Fairy Tales, Folk

Tales, Legends & Mythology

FIC010000

9 in W | 7 in H

Unikkaaqtuat
An Introduction to Inuit Myths and Legends
Neil Christopher

Contributor Bio
Neil Christopher is an author and has spent years researching Inuit myths and legends. He is the
author of Arctic Giants. He lives in Iqaluit, Nunavut, Canada.

Summary
This exhaustive story collection makes the rich tradition of Inuit storytelling accessible to the rest of
Canada for the first time. From creation myths to animal fables, Unikkaaqtuat gives non-Inuit
readers a thorough introduction to the world of Inuit traditional stories. This definitive collection of
legends and myths is thoughtfully introduced and carefully annotated. It provides the historical and
cultural context needed to understand this rich oral tradition.
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9781926569222

Pub Date: 4/1/11

$9.95

Trade Paperback

32 Pages

Carton Qty: 82

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Animals

JNF003000

10 in W | 8 in H | 0.3 lb Wt

Uumajut
Learn About Arctic Wildlife!
Simon Awa, Seeglook Akeeagok, Romi Caron, Anna Zie...

Contributor Bio
Simon Awa was born and raised at a traditional outpost camp near Igloolik. He is the deputy
minister to the Department of Environment and is the former executive director for the Nunavut
Implementation Commission.

Summary
Picking up where Uumajut: Learn About Arctic Wildlife! left off, volume two introduces young readers to
the diets and habitats of more arctic species, including the siksik, ermine, wolf, muskox, eider duck,
ringed seal, harp seal, and walrus. They also learn about traditional Inuit uses for these animals,
from traditional food preparation to clothing and household uses.

9781926569192

Pub Date: 3/1/11

$19.95

Trade Paperback

356 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Family & Relationships

FAM000000

6 in W | 9 in H

Ilagiinniq
Interviews on Inuit Family Values from the Qikiqtani Region
Niutaq Cultural Institute, Qikiqtani Inuit Associa...

Contributor Bio
The Niutaq Cultural Institute preserves Inuit culture and beliefs and has published collections of oral
histories in collaboration with the Qikiqtani Inuit Association. They are located in Igloolik, Nunavut
and serve the 13 communities of the Baffin Region. The Qikiqtani Inuit Association is aimed at
representing the interests of the Inuit of the Baffin Region, High Arctic, and Belcher Islands in a fair
and democratic way. They formed as a nonprofit land-claim and community organization in 1996 and
registered as a society in 1997.

Summary
Through interviews with current elders from three regions of Nunavut, Ilagiinniq: Interviews on Inuit
Family Values provides a wealth of information on traditional family life. Covering relationships
between siblings, elders and grandchildren, uncles and aunts, husbands and wives, and in-laws, this
book is an indispensable resource of information on how Inuit families traditionally lived and how
traditional ways can be implemented in the modern world.
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9781926569314

Pub Date: 3/1/11

$12.95

Hardcover

32 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Juvenile Fiction  /  People &

Places

JUV030090

6 in W | 9 in H | 0.5 lb Wt

The Qalupalik
Elisha Kilabuk, Joy Ang

Contributor Bio
Elisha Kilabuk is the youngest of 14 siblings born and raised in Iqaluit. He is a celebrated cultural
performer and storyteller who learned traditional Inuit stories from his mother. Joy Ang is a
freelance illustrator. She lives in Edmonton, Alberta.

Summary
All Inuit know about the qalupaliit, strange creatures that live under the sea ice and carry away
unsuspecting children on their backs. But when one bright young orphan strays too close to the ice,
he soon learns that while qalupaliit may be very scary, they are also easily tricked. The Qalupalik is a
beautifully illustrated children’s book based on the work of a celebrated contemporary Inuit
storyteller.

9781926569093

Pub Date: 12/1/10

$24.95

Hardcover

128 Pages

Carton Qty: 12

Juvenile Fiction  /  People &

Places

JUV030090

8.5 in W | 10.3 in H | 2.1 lb

Wt

Arctic Giants
Neil Christopher, Eva Widermann

Contributor Bio
Neil Christopher moved to Resolute Bay, Nunavut, and worked as a high school science teacher. He
currently works as an editor for Inhabit Media Inc. Eva Widermann is a freelance illustrator and
concept artist whose work has been published in a wide variety of books, magazines, and games.
Her work has become renowned for its realistic and evocative edge.

Summary
In ancient times, giants ruled the Arctic. For hundreds of years, Inuit stories of these creatures have
been carried down from generation to generation, whispered in the night. Arctic Giants is the only
full-length volume to chronicle the legends of these giants of the North. Based on Inuit oral tradition
and extensive, meticulous research, Arctic Giants unsparingly tells each horrifying legend. Written in
the vein of the Brothers Grimm and illustrated in an evocative, gothic style, this book is bound to
become part of Canada’s fairy-tale canon.
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9781926569178

Pub Date: 11/1/10

$29.95

Trade Paperback

144 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Fiction  /  Fairy Tales, Folk

Tales, Legends & Mythology

FIC010000

9 in W | 7 in H

Unipkaaqtuat Arvianit
Traditional Inuit Stories from Arviat
Mark Kalluak

Contributor Bio
Mark Kalluak is an Inuit elder from Arviat, Nunavut. He has been collecting stories from elders in his
area since the 1970s and currently works with the Department of Education in Nunavut promoting
Inuit language and culture.

Summary
Respected community member Mark Kalluak has collected stories from around Arviat since the
1970s, including stories he grew up hearing his mother tell. In these delightful collections for
audiences of all ages, Kalluak shares his favorite versions of these traditional Inuit tales. Carefully
translated and lovingly illustrated by the author himself.

9781926569154

Pub Date: 8/1/10

$12.95

Hardcover

32 Pages

Carton Qty: 56

Juvenile Fiction  /  People &

Places

JUV030090

6 in W | 9 in H | 0.6 lb Wt

Tales from the Tundra
A Collection of Inuit Stories
Ibi Kaslik, Anthony Brennen, Louise Flaherty

Contributor Bio
Ibi Kaslik is an internationally published novelist and freelance writer. Her novel, The Angel Riots, was
nominated for Ontario’s Trillium Award, and her first novel, Skinny, was a New York Times bestseller.
She teaches creative writing at the University of Toronto’s School of Continuing Studies. Anthony
Brennan is a freelance illustrator and web designer. He has done book illustrations for numerous
clients. Louise Flaherty is the director of the Inuit Languages and Culture Department at Nunavut
Arctic College.

Summary
Learn why the raven is black. Hear about how a little boy was transformed into a bird. Find out why a
walrus once had antlers and how an earth spirit pulled the first caribou from the ground. Retold by
Ibi Kaslik and brought to life by the illustrations of Anthony Brennan, these fascinating traditional
stories will capture the imagination of young readers and introduce them to the rich mythology of the
Canadian Inuit.
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9781926569109

Pub Date: 7/1/10

$14.95

Paperback Picture Book

40 Pages

Carton Qty: 100

Juvenile Fiction  /  Health &

Daily Living

JUV015000

10 in W | 8 in H | 0.3 lb Wt

Moe & Malaya Visit the Nurse
Odile Nelson, Peggy Collins

Contributor Bio
Odile Nelson has lived in Iqaluit, Nunavut for more than eight years. She has worked as a reporter
for CBC TV and Radio and the National Post.

Summary
Follow Moe and Malaya as they make fascinating discoveries at the nurses’ office! Moe wants to play
with his best friend and cousin, Malaya, but before they can go exploring, Malaya has to visit the
nurse for a checkup. What seems like an ordinary visit turns out to be a fun-filled learning
experience, with Moe along for the ride. While joining Moe and Malaya on their visit to the nurse,
children will learn how cool nursing can be, and how they can become nurses, too!

9781926569086

Pub Date: 7/1/10

$9.95

Trade Paperback

32 Pages

Carton Qty: 80

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Animals

JNF003000

10 in W | 8 in H | 0.3 lb Wt

Uumajut
Learn About Arctic Wildlife!
Simon Awa, Anna Ziegler, Romi Caron, Stephanie McD...

Contributor Bio
Simon Awa was born and raised at a traditional outpost camp near Igloolik. He is the deputy
minister to the Department of Environment and is the former executive director for the Nunavut
Implementation Commission.

Summary
Learn fun facts and traditional Inuit knowledge about Arctic animals. This beautifully illustrated book
takes readers from tundra to sea ice, teaching children about a wide variety of animals, from caribou
to belugas. This rare look at the Canadian North showcases a fascinating ecosystem that we often
forget is a large part of the country.
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9780978218676

Pub Date: 3/1/09

$24.95

Trade Paperback

128 Pages

Carton Qty: 56

History  /  Polar Regions

HIS046000

7.5 in W | 7.5 in H | 0.6 lb

Wt

Walking with Aalasi
An Introduction to Edible and Medicinal Arctic Plants
Aalasi Joamie, Anna Ziegler, Rebecca Hainnu

Contributor Bio
Aalasi Joamie has worked as a maternity aid at Baffin Regional Hospital and contributed to
Interviewing Inuit Elders: Perspectives on Traditional Health. She teaches traditional plant knowledge
workshops at Nunavut Arctic College. She also travels to traditional plant-use conferences nationally
and internationally. Anna Ziegler develops holistic educational programs and resources for the
Nunavut Literacy Council. She is the author of Tukisigiaruti Qaujisaqtulirinirmut: A Life Science Handbook
for Nunavut Educators. Rebecca Hainnu is a graduate of the Nunavut Arctic College Teacher Education
Program and works as an elementary school teacher. She has worked on several educational
publications, including Classifying Vertebrates and Math Activities for Nunavut Classrooms.

Summary
Discover the invaluable secrets only Inuit elders know about the nature that surrounds them. In this
introductory guide to traditional plant use, fully illustrated with line drawings and color photographs,
Aalasi Joamie shares ancestral Inuit knowledge of edible and medicinal plants indigenous to
Nunavut.

9780970975478

Pub Date: 10/1/08

$9.95

Trade Paperback

32 Pages

Carton Qty: 100

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Science & Nature

JNF051000

Series: Take a Walk series

8.5 in W | 11 in H | 0.2 in T

| 0.4 lb Wt

Take a Winter Nature Walk
Jane Kirkland

Contributor Bio
Jane Kirkland is the author of more than 50 books, including the award-winning Take a Walk®
series. She is also a naturalist, a photographer, and a motivational speaker who visits schools,
conducts workshops, and presents at conferences. She has appeared on Animal Planet TV, NPR, and
PBS, and in such magazines as Family Circle, Green Teacher, Parenting, Parents, and Redbook. She lives
in Downingtown, Pennsylvania.

Summary
Packed with fun and interesting sidebars, color photographs, and artwork by other kids, this award-
winning series is as useful in the classroom as it is fun to readers. Designed to educate, entertain,
and help create environmental stewards for our planet, the format presents science in a way that
helps teachers address both national and state science and literacy standards. Topics are presented
in convenient spreads that enable readers to flip throughout the books, and they provide definitions,
resources, poetry, and quotes by celebrated people. The entire series is recommended by the
National Science Teachers Association.
Examining what happens to the environment during the winter season, this take-along guide helps
children observe and understand the habits of the wildlife in their locale. They will discover how
various plants and animals adapt to survive, where the insects, reptiles, and amphibians retreat to,
and when they might expect to see them again. Differences between cryptic coloration and
camouflage as well as hibernation and torpor are identified and explored, along with...
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9780978218652

Pub Date: 3/1/07

$19.95

Trade Paperback

248 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Fiction  /  Fairy Tales, Folk

Tales, Legends & Mythology

FIC010000

Series: Traditional Stories

from the Qikiqtani R

6 in W | 9 in H

Unikkaaqtuat Qikiqtaniinngaaqtut
Arctic Bay and Igloolik
Niutaq Cultural Institute, Qikiqtani Inuit Associa...

Contributor Bio
The Niutaq Cultural Institute preserves Inuit culture and beliefs and has published collections of oral
histories in collaboration with the Qikiqtani Inuit Association. They are located in Igloolik, Nunavut
and serve the 13 communities of the Baffin Region. The Qikiqtani Inuit Association is aimed at
representing the interests of the Inuit of the Baffin Region, High Arctic, and Belcher Islands in a fair
and democratic way. They formed as a nonprofit land-claim and community organization in 1996 and
registered as a society in 1997.

Summary
This rich volume contains 33 versions of traditional stories, transcribed and edited from oral
recordings of ten Inuit elders from two High Arctic communities, Arctic Bay and Igloolik. Published in
partnership with the Niutaq Cultural Institute and the Qikiqtani Inuit Association.

9781772270846

Pub Date: 4/1/16

Ship Date: 4/1/16

$10.95

Paperback Picture Book

32 Pages

Carton Qty: 100

Juvenile Fiction  /  People &

Places

JUV030120

8.5 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.2 in T

| 0.3 lb Wt

Fishing with Grandma
Susan Avingaq, Charlene Chua, Maren Vsetula

Contributor Bio
Susan Avingaq is a debut author, an Inuit elder, and grandmother who enjoys teaching younger
people important cultural practices and land skills. She has lived in the community of Igloolik,
Nunavut for seveal decades. Charlene Chua's work has appeared in the American Illustration,
Spectrum and SILA’s Illustration West, as well as several art books. She lives in Toronto. Maren
Vsetula is a teacher and educational writer for Inhabit Media. She has lived and worked in Nunavut
for over a decade.

Summary
After showing the kids how to prepare for a fishing trip, Grandma and the kids enjoy a day of jigging
in the ice for fish. Grandma shows them every step they need to know to complete a successful
fishing trip, from what clothes to wear, to how to drill and clear holes in the ice, and to how to make a
traditional Inuit jigging rod.
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9781783224128

Pub Date: 12/1/15

Ship Date: 12/1/15

$9.99

Paperback Picture Book

32 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Juvenile Fiction  /  Animals

JUV002250

Series: Magpies

5.9 in H | 8.3 in W | 0.2 in T

| 0.2 lb Wt

Growl!
Vivian French, Tim Archbold

9781927095850

Pub Date: 4/6/15

Ship Date: 4/6/15

$10.95

Board Book

16 Pages

Carton Qty: 54

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Animals

JNF003140

7 in W | 7 in H | 0.6 lb Wt

Arctic Animals

Contributor Bio
Inhabit Media is a Canadian, Inuit-owned publishing company that aims to promote and preserve
the stories, knowledge, and talent of Northern Canada. They are located in Iqaluit, Nunavut.

Summary
A simple primer on animal names and image recognition that displays each animal in its natural
surroundings

This book introduces babies to eight common animals of the Arctic land, sea, and air. With images
that show each animal in its environment and against a single-color, high-contrast background, this
book helps babies easily identify each animal covered. Text appears in English and Inuktitut
syllabics and Roman orthography, meaning that even non-Inuktitut speakers can sound out the
Inuktitut names for each animal.
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9780985481094
Pub Date: 3/25/15
Ship Date: 3/25/15
$16.95
Hardcover

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Juvenile Fiction  /  Action &
Adventure
JUV001010

6 in W | 9 in H | 0.9 lb Wt

Surviving Bear Island
Paul Greci

Contributor Bio
Paul Greci is a teacher who also enjoys exploring the Alaskan wilderness. The first time he climbed
into a sea kayak he embarked on a nine-week, five-hundred-mile journey in Prince William Sound.
He lives in Fairbanks, Alaska.

Summary
This thrilling adventure begins after a sea kayaking trip takes a dangerous turn and Tom Parker is
stranded on the remote, outer coast of the unpopulated Bear Island in the rough terrains of the
Alaskan wilderness. With only a small survival kit in his pocket, Tom finds himself soaked and
freezing, and worst of all—alone. Desperate to find his father, Tom doesn't know how long he can
survive and he must put his skills to the test as he fights to reach safety. Will Tom make it through
a wilderness full of bears and other dangers?

9781927095676
Pub Date: 11/15/14
Ship Date: 11/15/14
$16.95
Hardcover

32 Pages
Carton Qty: 46
Juvenile Nonfiction  / 
Animals
JNF003030

8 in W | 9 in H | 0.8 lb Wt

A Children's Guide to Arctic Birds
Mia Pelletier, Danny Christopher

Contributor Bio
Mia Pelletier grew up exploring the lakes and forests of the Canadian Shield. Drawn to shorelines
and wild places, Mia studied ecology and lived in California and the Magdalen Islands before moving
to Baffin Island, Nunavut, in 2010. In Nunavut, she works with Arctic seabirds and with Inuit on the
co-management of protected areas. Mia enjoys exploring the Arctic tundra and learning about the
fascinating plants, animals, and people that call this region home. Danny Christopher is an
illustrator who travels throughout the Canadian Arctic as an instructor for NunavutArcticCollege. He is
the illustrator of The Legend of the Fog. He lives in Toronto.

Summary
A children’s introduction to the avians of the Arctic
With a simple layout and easy-to-follow format, this beautiful book introduces young readers to a
dozen birds that call the Arctic home. From the Long-tailed Duck and the Red-throated Loon to the
Snowy Owl and the Rock Ptarmigan, this picture book features migratory birds as well as those that
live in the Arctic year-round and is filled with fun, useful facts, including where to look for eggs and
nests during the short Arctic summer and how to recognize each bird’s call. Northern-specific
elements, such as Inuktitut names for various birds and migratory patterns told from an Arctic
perspective, are also included.
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9780752497792
Pub Date: 11/1/14
Ship Date: 11/1/14
$24.95
Trade Paperback

264 Pages
Carton Qty: 30
History  /  Expeditions &
Discoveries
HIS051000

9.2 in H | 6.1 in W | 0.8 in T
| 0.9 lb Wt

Ice Captain
The Life of J.R. Stenhouse
Stephen Haddelsey

Contributor Bio
Stephen Haddelsey is the author of three critically acclaimed books on polar exploration, including
Born Adventurer: The Life of Frank Bickerton and Shackleton’s Dream: Fuchs, Hillary and the Crossing of
Antarctica.

Summary
The gripping story of J.R. Stenhouse, whose ship, the Aurora, was supposed to give support to
Shackleton during his Antarctic expedition—but instead found itself caught in an ice floe and
drifting out to sea

As Shackleton watched his ship Endurance become trapped in the ice floes of the Weddell Sea, on the
other side of Antarctica the expedition’s second ship, Aurora, suffered an equally terrifying fate.
Under the command of J.R. Stenhouse, the Aurora was torn from her moorings and driven out to sea,
becoming trapped in pack ice. For 10 months the ice sawed at her hull, until, with her rudder
smashed and water cascading from her seams, she broke free and embarked upon her own
extraordinary voyage to safe harbor. In Ice Captain, Stephen Haddelsey reveals both the story of
Stenhouse’s achievements aboard the Aurora, but also his many adventures in later life, from
serving as a U-boat hunter in WWI, to digging for pirate gold, and commanding Scott’s Discovery. A
captivating book about a fascinating man.

9781846043949
Pub Date: 5/1/14
On Sale Date: 9/9/13
Ship Date: 5/1/14
$12.95
Trade Paperback

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 190
Sports & Recreation  / 
Mountaineering
SPO029000
Territory: Canada only

4.3 in W | 6 in H | 0.4 in T |
0.2 lb Wt

Everest
Reflections From The Top
Christine Gee, Garry Gee, Margaret Weare, Doug Sco...

Contributor Bio
Christine Gee is the former Royal Nepalese Honorary Consul General (Australia) and has been a
major force in adventure travel, strategic planning, and marketing. Garry Weare has organized and
led trips to the Himalaya for many years. He is the author of Lonely Planet's Trekking in the Indian
Himalaya, and is a noted mountain photographer. They are cofounders of the Australian Himalayan
Foundation. Margaret Gee has worked in publishing for 30 years as an agent and editor, and is an
adventure traveler. Doug Scott is one of the world's leading high altitude and big wall climbers with
45 expeditions under his belt. He has reached the highest peaks on all seven continents.

Summary
The best climbers in the world offer reflections on reaching the summit of Everest in this
pocket-sized inspirational book

On May 29, 1953, Edmund Hillary and Tenzing Norgay were the first ever to set foot on the highest
point on earth: the summit of Everest. It was a magical moment. Since then many men and women
have striven to reach the top of this awesome mountain, which can be at once beautiful and
mystical, unpredictable and highly dangerous, never straightforward and always incredibly tough. In
this remarkable book, mountaineers from around the world tell what motivated them to make their
own summit bids. They highlight how it felt to reach the top and the impact it made on them,
ranging from practical comments to spiritual reflections to philosophical statements on the future of
our planet. Contributors include such climbers as: Chris Bonington, Alan Hinkes, Eric Simonson,
Reinhold Messner, Jamling Tenzing Norgay, Bear Grylls, Greg Mortimer, Junko Tabei, Peter Hillary,
Doug Scott and Stephen Venables.
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9781843440901
Pub Date: 5/1/14
Ship Date: 5/1/14
$14.95
Trade Paperback

160 Pages
Carton Qty: 64
History  /  Expeditions &
Discoveries
HIS051000
Series: Short History

8 in H | 5 in W | 0.5 in T |
0.3 lb Wt

A Short History of Polar Exploration
Nick Rennison

Contributor Bio
Nick Rennison is a bookseller, author, and editor whose titles include 100 Must-Read Classic Novels,
The Rivals of Sherlock Holmes, and the Pocket Essentials Guide to Robin Hood.

Summary
An absorbing history, bringing explorers' tales vividly to life

Apsley Cherry-Garrard, one of the men who went to Antarctica with Captain Scott, said "Polar
exploration is at once the cleanest and most isolated way of having a bad time that has ever been
devised." Yet there has never been a shortage of volunteers willing to endure the bad times in
pursuit of the glory that polar exploration sometimes brings. This compelling book tells the
memorable stories of the men and women who have risked their lives by entering the white
wastelands of the Arctic and the Antarctic, from the compelling tales of Scott, Shackleton, and
Amundsen, to lesser known heroes such as Fridtjof Nansen and Robert Peary. This history also looks
at the hold that the polar regions have often had on the imaginations of artists and writers in the
last 200 years examining the paintings, films, and literature that they have inspired.

9781938633324
Pub Date: 11/5/13
$14.99
Trade Paperback

226 Pages
Carton Qty: 48
Sports & Recreation  /  Skiing
SPO039000

5.5 in W | 8.5 in H | 0.6 lb
Wt

Living the Life
Tales From America's Mountains & Ski Towns
David J. Rothman

Contributor Bio
David J. Rothman is a former NCAA Div. I alpine ski racer, mountain sports journalist, and ski-and-
snowboard-academy headmaster who currently teaches creative writing and composition at the
university level. He is cofounder of the Crested Butte Music Festival and poet-in-residence for
Colorado Public Radio. He lives in Boulder, Colorado.

Summary
Featuring 38 true-life stories of adventure and self-discovery, adrenaline, and honesty, a former
professional NCAA downhill competitor reveals the soul skier’s raison d’être: finding exhilaration,
faith, grief, love, and everything that truly matters amid the gloriously tangible, tactile, break-
your-leg-if-you’re-not-careful rocks, trees, and gullies of the alpine world. These essays, collected
from numerous glossy ski and lifestyle journals, including Powder, Couloir, and Telemark Skier,
celebrate the land of winter and the author's roles as mountaineer, ski racer, father, and all-around
life enthusiast. His stories will appeal to anyone who has ever hit the slopes and felt the adrenaline
rush of perching atop a steep precipice, knowing that skiing is the physical, emotional, and spiritual
place where deep truths are explored and the graceful interaction of body and terrain answers back.
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9780752494449
Pub Date: 11/1/13
$23.95
Trade Paperback

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Adventurers & Explorers
BIO023000

6 in W | 9.5 in H | 0.9 lb Wt

Birdie Bowers
Captain Scott's Marvel
Anne Strathie

Contributor Bio
Anne Strathie is a freelance writer and researcher.

Summary
Now in paperback, the story of Birdie Bowers—one of the four men who reached the South Pole with
Captain Scott—and his indefatigable spirit
Described by Captain Scott as "a marvel" and "indomitable to the last," Henry "Birdie" Bowers
(1883–1912) realized his life's ambition when he was selected for Scott's Terra Nova Expedition to
the Antarctic, yet he was only asked to join the team that would actually reach the South Pole at the
last moment. He died on the return journey, caught in a blizzard with Scott and Edward Wilson. Born
to a seafaring father and adventurous mother on the Firth of Clyde, Bowers' boyhood obsession with
travel and adventure took him round the world several times and his life appears, in hindsight, to
have been a ceaseless preparation for his ultimate Antarctic challenge. Only 5'4", he was
nevertheless a bundle of energy: knowledgeable, determined, and the ultimate team player. This
new biography, drawing on Bowers' letters and journals and previously neglected material, sheds new
light on his achievements and tells the full story of the hardy naval officer who ...

9781742377841
Pub Date: 4/1/13
$29.95
Trade Paperback

352 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Adventurers & Explorers
BIO023000

6 in W | 9.5 in H | 1 lb Wt

Pole to Pole
One Man, 20 Million Steps
Pat Farmer

Contributor Bio
Pat Farmer's passion for ultra-marathon running began in the late 1970s. He set a number of ultra-
marathon Australian and World records, and before becoming a politician in 2001, he raised over $3
million for charity.

Summary
The incredible story of Pat Farmer's inspiring run from the North Pole to the South Pole

In January 2012, Pat Farmer accomplished one of the greatest feats in human history. He'd arrived
at the South Pole after the longest and arguably most dangerous run ever made, a physical and
mental triumph that put him in the company of the world's greatest adventurers—Sir Edmund Hillary,
Robert Falcon Scott, and Thor Heyerdahl. Pat Farmer's Pole to Pole Run, dedicated to raising funds
for the Red Cross, began at the North Pole in April 2011 and took him through Canada, the United
States, Central America, and South America to his ultimate destination in the Antarctic, the South
Pole. In total, Farmer had covered more than 13,000 miles. He ran an incredible average of 52.8
miles every day, and some days up to 62 miles or more. The epic trek saw Pat brave blizzards;
nearly lose his life when he became lost in the blazing deserts of Peru; and evade polar bears,
snakes, crocodiles, armed bandits, and rogue militias. He defied unimaginable pain, suffered
dehydration and stress injuries, and destroyed ...
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9780099561385
Pub Date: 4/1/13
On Sale Date: 2/27/12
$15.95
Trade Paperback

502 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Adventurers & Explorers
BIO023000
Series: Vintage Classics
Sales Restrictions: Canada
only

8 in H | 5 in W | 1.3 in T |
0.8 lb Wt

The Last Expedition
R. F. Scott, Ranulph Fiennes

Contributor Bio
R. F. Scott (1868–1912) was a British explorer who led two expeditions to the South Pole. Ranulph
Fiennes is an elite soldier, athlete, mountaineer, and renowned explorer, and the author of 19 books
of both fiction and nonfiction, including Killer Elite and Race to the Pole.

Summary
Includes the British Antarctic track chart and Ponting's glass plate negatives of the photographs
that he took while on the British Antarctic Expedition, 1910-13

Captain Scott's gripping account of his expedition to the South Pole in 1910-12 tell of a journey that
was meant to be a voyage of scientific discovery and a heroic exploration of the last unconquered
wilderness. Scott's expedition, carried in the Terra Nova, pitted him and his team not only against the
elements but also against the Norwegian explorer Amundsen. Ultimately, Scott was beaten by both.
The journals are full of incident and drama, courage and endurance, hope and bitter
disappointment. These journals were found, along with Scott's body, several months after his death
and just 11 miles from base camp and safety.

9781742752792
Pub Date: 3/1/13
$32.95
Trade Paperback

768 Pages
Carton Qty: 8
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Adventurers & Explorers
BIO023000

6 in W | 9.5 in H | 1 lb Wt

Mawson
And the Ice Men of the Heroic Age: Scott, Shackelton and Amundsen
Peter FitzSimons

Contributor Bio
Peter FitzSimons is a journalist with the Sun-Herald and the Sydney Morning Herald, and the author of
more than 20 books, including How Hemlines Predict the Economy.

Summary
Now available in paperback, the incredible story of Australia's most famous polar explorer and the
giants from the heroic age of polar exploration
Douglas Mawson, born in 1882 and knighted in 1914, was Australia's greatest Antarctic explorer. This
is the incredible account of an expedition he led on December 2, 1911, from Hobart, to explore the
virgin frozen coastline below, 2000 miles of which had never felt the tread of a human foot. After
setting up Main Base at Cape Denision and Western Base on Queen Mary Land, he headed east on
an extraordinary sledging trek with his companions, Belgrave Ninnis and Dr Xavier Mertz. After five
weeks, tragedy struck—Ninnis was swallowed whole by a snow-covered crevasse, and Mawson and
Mertz realized it was too dangerous to go on. Dwindling supplies forced them to kill their dogs to
feed the other dogs, at first, and then themselves. Hunger, sickness, and despair eventually got the
better of Ninnis, and he succumbed to madness and then to death. Mawson found himself all alone,
160 miles from safety, with next to no food. This staggering tale of his...
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9781742753836
Pub Date: 10/10/12
$12.99
Trade Paperback

328 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Juvenile Fiction  /  Action &
Adventure
JUV001000
Series: The Sun Sword
Trilogy

8 in H | 5 in W | 0.9 in T |
0.5 lb Wt

The Snowy Tower
Belinda Murrell

Contributor Bio
Belinda Murrell is a journalist whose work has appeared in the Sun Herald, Sunday Telegraph, and
Sydney Morning Herald. She is also the author of The Forgotten Pearl.

Summary
The adventure is far from over as Ethan, Lily, Saxon, and Roana ride for the snowy mountains to
rescue a prince—and save the kingdom

Even with the Sun Gem and the Moon Pearl safely sewn into the hem of Roana's cloak, the quest is
far from over. Lord Lazlac is planning to marry Queen Ashana to secure his rule of Tiregian, and the
queen cannot escape or rebel against him—not when her young son, Caspar, is being held captive by
Sedah priests in the snow-covered mountains to the north. It is up to Ethan, Lily, Saxon, and Roana
to travel deep into the mountains to find Roana's brother before it is too late. But have they
forgotten about the uncanny tracking abilities of the persistent Sniffer, who would stop at nothing to
find his prey?

9780752460031
Pub Date: 10/9/12
$29.95
Hardcover

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 18
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Adventurers & Explorers
BIO023000

6 in W | 9.5 in H | 1.2 lb Wt

Birdie Bowers
Captain Scott's Marvel
Anne Strathie

Contributor Bio
Anne Strathie is a freelance writer and researcher.

Summary
The story of Birdie Bowers—one of the four men who reached the South Pole with Captain
Scott—and his indefatigable spirit
Described by Captain Scott as "a marvel" and "indomitable to the last," Henry "Birdie" Bowers
(1883–1912) realized his life's ambition when he was selected for Scott's Terra Nova Expedition to
the Antarctic, yet he was only asked to join the team that would actually reach the South Pole at the
last moment. He died on the return journey, caught in a blizzard with Scott and Edward Wilson. Born
to a seafaring father and adventurous mother on the Firth of Clyde, Bowers' boyhood obsession with
travel and adventure took him round the world several times and his life appears, in hindsight, to
have been a ceaseless preparation for his ultimate Antarctic challenge. Only 5'4", he was
nevertheless a bundle of energy: knowledgeable, determined, and the ultimate team player. This
new biography, drawing on Bowers' letters and journals and previously neglected material, sheds new
light on his achievements and tells the full story of the hardy naval officer who could always lift ...
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9781906147891
Pub Date: 7/17/12
$29.95
Audio CD

1 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Travel  /  Essays &
Travelogues
TRV010000

5.5 in W | 5 in H | 1 lb Wt

Scott's Last Expedition: The Journals of Robert Scott
Robert Scott, David Horovitch

Contributor Bio
Robert Scott (1868–1912) was a British explorer who led two expeditions to the South Pole. David
Horovitch is a British actor.

Summary
A fascinating, intimate look at a legendary expedition
Robert Scott's final journey to the South Pole has been called one of history's greatest tales of
adventure, and in his journals this extraordinary mission is recorded in vivid detail; readers are
carried with Scott and his companions until the final entry on March 29th, 1912. Scott's writing is a
harrowing narration of an expedition filled with drama and cruel disappointment. In his
conversational entries there is fascinating insight into the character of an icon of courage and
adventure. Abridged.

9781849531344
Pub Date: 5/1/12
$13.95
Trade Paperback

320 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Adventurers & Explorers
BIO023000

7.8 in H | 5.2 in W | 0.9 in T
| 0.6 lb Wt

Call of the White
Taking the World to the South Pole
Felicity Aston

Contributor Bio
Felicity Aston is an expedition leader, public speaker, and freelance travel writer. Her past
achievements include leading the first British women's team across Greenland, completing the
infamous Marathon Des Sables across the Sahara, as well as working as a meteorologist in the
Antarctic for three years.

Summary
An inspirational account of eight women on one very unique expedition
Felicity Aston challenged women in many countries, asking if they could ski to the South Pole, as she
set out to create the most international all-female expedition ever to the Pole. The team would not
be experienced explorers but "ordinary" women who want to inspire others to follow their dreams.
She received more than 800 applications and led a team from places as diverse as Jamaica, India,
Singapore, and Cyprus—some of whom had never even seen snow or spent the night in a tent
before joining the expedition—on one of the toughest journeys on the planet. Eighty-mile-an-hour
winds ripped through base camp, frostbite and injuries were an everyday occurrence, and deadly
crevasses cracked beneath their feet. This is their story of newfound strength, persistence, and
friendships.
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9780752458458
Pub Date: 5/1/12
$19.95
Trade Paperback

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 26
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Adventurers & Explorers
BIO023000

6 in W | 9.5 in H | 0.8 lb Wt

Captain Scott's Invaluable Assistant Edgar Evans
Isobel Williams

Contributor Bio
Isobel Williams is the author of With Scott in the Antarctic.

Summary
The first biography of one of the lower-deck members of Scott's fatal Antarctic expedition
Edgar Evans was described by Robert Falcon Scott as "a giant worker . . . an invaluable assistant." He
explored more miles of Antarctica than any other member of the Terra Nova Expedition, but his
contribution has been largely overlooked because of the implication that, as he was the first to die,
he slowed up the progress of the return journey. This biography corrects this false impression, as well
as redresses the balance of the attention paid to the upper- and lower-deck members of the
expedition. Having joined the Royal Navy as a boy sailor at the age of 15, Evans rose rapidly to the
rank of chief petty officer, serving with a young Scott on board HMS Majestic along the way. He took
part in the Discovery Expedition of 1901–04, and was awarded the Polar Medal on Scott's
recommendation.

9781907471193
Pub Date: 4/1/12
$25.00
Trade Paperback

200 Pages
Carton Qty: 28
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Adventurers & Explorers
BIO023000

6.3 in W | 9.3 in H | 0.8 lb
Wt

Snow, Sleds and Silence
The Story of the Nordkapp Expedition
Rona Cant

Contributor Bio
Rona Cant is an explorer, the author of A Challenge Too Far, and an inspirational speaker on her
adventures.

Summary
A Norwegian ex-Special Forces dogsled racer, a British round-the-world yachtswoman, and a South
African mountaineer set off on an “impossible” mission to the northernmost tip of Europe. This
motivational account describes a 373-mile dogsledding journey that encapsulates the magic, tedium,
and sheer endurance of working in unfamiliar terrain. Recounting the harshness of the climate, the
beauty of being far from the civilized world, the trust that must be earned of the dogs, and the
realities of working on a daily basis with an ancient mode of transport, this is a story of triumph over
disaster and of three different cultures working as one.
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9780977778119
Pub Date: 10/1/11
$17.99
Hardcover

24 Pages
Carton Qty: 30
Juvenile Fiction  /  Animals
JUV002070
Series: Mountain Dog Books

11.3 in W | 8.8 in H | 0.9 lb
Wt

A Snow Day for Hannah
Linda Petrie Bunch

Contributor Bio
Linda Petrie Bunch has taught classes in internet design, instructional design, and image
manipulation at colleges and universities. Since 1996, she has owned an internet development and
video business, Core Interactive Media. An avid outdoor photographer and oil painter, she has
created documentaries, directed political advertisements, and serves on the boards of nonprofit
organizations such as Planned Parenthood and the Denver Film Society. She has loved—and been
loved by—Bernese Mountain Dogs for more than 20 years. She lives in Denver.

Summary
Hannah, the adorable bouncy Bernese Mountain Dog puppy, loves mountain climbing and the snow.
When she sees a big snow storm brewing, she high-tails it home to wait out the weather. When the
storm is over, she bounds outside to play in the fresh snow, building snowmen and snow angels, and
then she sleds and hikes—just like kids like to do! Follow Hannah's snow adventure in this vibrant
children's picture book filled with fabulous photographs of this cute little pup, and enjoy the rhymes
while she climbs up!

9780752452463
Pub Date: 4/1/11
$19.95
Trade Paperback

336 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Adventurers & Explorers
BIO023000

6 in W | 9.5 in H | 1 in T |
1.2 lb Wt

With Scott in the Antarctic
Edward Wilson: Explorer, Naturalist, Artist
Isobel Williams, Michael Stroud

Contributor Bio
Isobel Williams is a physician. Michael Stroud is a physician who is an expert on human health
under extreme conditions and who partnered with Ranulph Fiennes on polar expeditions. He is the
author of Shadows on the Wasteland.

Summary
The first full biography of the Antarctic hero who accompanied Robert Falcon Scott on his
celebrated expeditions
This first full account of the last exploration artist traces his life from childhood to his tragic death.
Edward Wilson (1872–1912) accompanied Scott on both the Discovery Expedition of 1901–1904 and
the Terra Nova Expedition of 1910–1913. Wilson served as junior surgeon and zoologist on Discovery
and, on this expedition, with Scott and Ernest Shackleton he set a new Furthest South on December
30, 1902. He was chief of scientific staff on the Terra Nova Expedition and reached the South Pole
with Scott, Lawrence Oates, Henry Robertson Bowers, and Edgar Evans on January 18, 1912, arriving
there four weeks after the Norwegian explorer Roald Amundsen. Wilson and his four companions
died on the return journey. Trained as a physician, Wilson was also a skilled artist. His drawings and
paintings lavishly illustrated both expeditions. He was the last major exploration artist; technological
developments in the field of photography were soon to make cameras practical as a way of re...
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9781903070741
Pub Date: 12/1/10
$13.95
Trade Paperback

250 Pages
Carton Qty: 36
Travel  /  Polar Regions
TRV020000
Series: Eye Classics

7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.7 in T
| 0.5 lb Wt

Frigid Women (2nd Edition)

Sue Riches, Victoria Riches, Dawn French

Contributor Bio
Sue Riches is now a writer and a lecturer. Victoria Humphries is a speaker and life coach. Dawn French
is an award-winning comedy writer and actor, and the author of Dear Fatty.

Summary
"Men like to conquer, fight, or subdue the Arctic, while we had a different attitude. We felt that we had to go
along with what we were faced with. . . . We tried to have the Arctic on our side instead of confronting it."
In 1997 a group of 20 women set out to become the world's first all-female expedition to the North
Pole, hoping to raise awareness and support for sufferers of cancer and other illnesses. Sue Riches,
recently recovering from a mastectomy, and her daughter Victoria were among them, and this is their
inspirational story of personal accomplishment.

9781903070789
Pub Date: 7/9/10
$14.95
Trade Paperback

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Adventurers & Explorers
BIO023000

5 in W | 8 in H | 0.1 in T |
0.6 lb Wt

Cold Hands, Warm Heart
Tess Burrows, Sir Ranulph Fiennes

Contributor Bio
Tess Burrows is the author of Cry From the Highest Mountain. A peace activist, she set up the charity
Climb for Tibet to raise money for schooling in Tibet.

Summary
A 60-year old woman’s incredible attempt to race to the South Pole, carrying a call for compassion
A grandmother of two, Tess Burrows came to climbing late in life when she found her true calling in
campaigning for the Tibetan cause. Here, she races to the South Pole to promote world peace. She
not only learns to push the limits of the human body, but also to push out the reaches of the human
spirit. She and her partner, Pete, join the historic South Pole race to compete with Olympic champion
James Cracknell and Ben Fogle. To complete this mission they have to battle severe medical
problems, lack of money, hardship, and deprivation. For Tess it is more than combating cold hands
with a warm heart, it is also a journey to push past the influences of the human mind.
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9781846971303
Pub Date: 4/1/10
$14.95
Trade Paperback

300 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Adventurers & Explorers
BIO023000

7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 0.9 in T
| 0.7 lb Wt

True North
Travels in Arctic Europe
Gavin Francis

Contributor Bio
Gavin Francis was born in Fife and currently lives in Edinburgh. His interest in history and travel has
seen him pass through Europe, India, Africa and South America as well as spending a year on a
remote base in Antarctica. His latest travel plan is to travel by motorbike from Edinburgh to New
Zealand with his wife.

Summary
The stark, vast beauty of the remote Arctic Europe landscape has been the focus of human
exploration for thousands of years. In this striking blend of travel writing, history and mythology,
Gavin Francis offers a unique portrait of the northern fringes of Europe. His journey begins in the
Shetland Isles, takes him to the Faroes, Iceland, Greenland, Svalbard and on to Lapland. Following
in the footsteps of the region's early pioneers, Francis observes how the region has adapted to the
21st century, giving an observed insight into the lives of people he encounters along the way. As with
all the best travel writing, True North is an engaging, compassionate tale of self-discovery, whilst
blending historical and contemporary narratives in the tradition of Bruce Chatwin and Robert
Macfarlane.

9780099505099
Pub Date: 9/1/09
On Sale Date: 5/4/09
$16.95
Trade Paperback

272 Pages
Carton Qty: 34
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Adventurers & Explorers
BIO023000

5.1 in W | 7.8 in H | 0.9 in T
| 0.6 lb Wt

Toma? Humar
Bernadette McDonald

Contributor Bio
Bernadette McDonald is a former vice president of mountain culture at the Banff Center in Calgary,
Alberta, and director of the Banff Mountain Film and Book Festivals. She is also the author of I’ll Call
You in Kathmandu and the coeditor of Voices from the Summit and Whose Water Is It?

Summary
In August, 2005, Tomaž Humar was trapped on a narrow ledge at 19,000 feet on the formidable
Rupal Face of Nanga Parbat. He had been attempting a new route, directly up the middle of the
highest mountain face in the world—solo. After six days he was out of food, almost out of fuel, and
frequently buried by avalanches. Three helicopters were poised for a brief break in the weather to
pluck him off the mountain. Because of the audacity of the climb, the fame of the climber, the high
risk associated with the rescue, and the hourly reports posted on his base-camp website, the world
was watching. Would this be the most spectacular rescue in climbing history? Or a tragic—and very
public—death in the mountains? Years before, as communism was collapsing and the Balkans slid
into chaos, Humar was unceremoniously conscripted into a dirty war that he despised, where he
observed brutal and inhumane atrocities that disgusted him. Finally he did the unthinkable: he left
and eventually arrived home in what had become a new country—Slovenia. He returned to climbing,
and within very few years, he was ...
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9781934997338
Pub Date: 7/21/09
$34.95
Audio CD

1 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Adventurers & Explorers
BIO023000
Series: A CSA Word
Recording

5 in W | 6 in H | 0.6 in T | 1
lb Wt

Last Place On Earth
Scott and Amundsen: Their Race to the South Pole
Roland Huntford, Tim Pigott-Smith

Summary
This acclaimed dual biography charts both British Robert Scott's and Norwegian Roald Amundsen's
race to the South Pole during 1911–12. Bizarrely, Scott died in his quest and became a tragic hero,
whereas Amundsen, the victor, was largely forgotten. Reassessing the two explorers and their
methods of exploration, the book examines the driving ambitions of the era, recounts the race in
detail, and explores the flaws of and differences between the two men. Tim Pigott-Smith evokes all
the power and pathos of this enduringly fascinating slice of history.

9780750948791
Pub Date: 1/1/09
$37.95
Hardcover

320 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Adventurers & Explorers
BIO023000

6.5 in W | 9.5 in H | 1.2 in T
| 1.5 lb Wt

With Scott in the Antarctic
Edward Wilson: Explorer, Naturalist, Artist
Isobel Williams

Contributor Bio
Isobel Williams qualified as a doctor in St. Georges Hospital Medical School London, where Edward
Wilson had trained 65 years earlier. She is a former consultant in respiratory medicine at the National
Health Service.

Summary
Edward Wilson (1872–1912) was Junior Surgeon and Vertebrate Zoologist on the British Antarctic
Expedition of 1901–1904 and Chief of Scientific Staff on Captain Scott’s last ill-fated Antarctic
expedition of 1910–1912. The only officer with Scott, he formed a close and influential partnership
with him and became his loyal confidant. He was part of the Southern Party with Shackleton and Scott
on the 1901 expedition; they reached the furthest point south, and Scott named the Cape after
Wilson.
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9781760292546
Pub Date: 11/1/16
Ship Date: 11/1/16
$16.95
Trade Paperback

304 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Adventurers & Explorers
BIO023000

8 in H | 5 in W

The Ambitions of Jane Franklin
Victorian Lady Adventurer
Alison Alexander

Contributor Bio
Alison Alexander is a historian and the author of Tasmania's Convicts.

Summary
Winner of the 2014 National Biography Award in Australia. In a period when most ladies sat at home
with their embroidery, Jane Franklin achieved fame throughout the western world, and was probably
the best traveled woman of her day. Alison Alexander traces the life of this inimitable woman, from
her birth in late 18th-century London, her marriage to Sir John Franklin, the famous Arctic explorer,
and her many trips to far-flung locations. Arriving in Tasmania in 1837 when Sir John became
governor, she swept like a whirlwind through the colony: attempting to rid the island of snakes,
establishing a scientific society, adopting an Aboriginal girl, and sending a kangaroo to Queen
Victoria. When her husband disappeared in the Arctic on an expedition to discover the Northwest
Passage, she single-handedly turned him from a failure into one of England's noblest heroes. She
continued traveling well into her 70s and died at age 84, refusing to take her medicine to the last.

9780143573234
Pub Date: 5/1/16
Ship Date: 5/1/16
$24.95
Trade Paperback

272 Pages
Carton Qty: 28
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Adventurers & Explorers
BIO023000

9.3 in H | 6 in W | 0.9 in T |
0.8 lb Wt

Going Up Is Easy
The First Woman to Ascend Everest Without Oxygen
Laurence Fearnley, Lydia Bradey

Contributor Bio
Lydia Bradey is one of Australasia's foremost high-altitude mountaineers. She made her first ascent
of Aoraki/Mount Cook while still a teenager. She then traveled to Alaska, Nepal, Bhutan and
Pakistan, where, in 1987, she became the first Australasian woman to climb an 8000-meter peak. In
1988, she made a historic ascent of Mount Everest, becoming the first woman to reach the summit
without supplementary oxygen. Employed as a professional mountain guide, she has made two
further ascents of Everest as well as climbed and guided extensively throughout Nepal, Pakistan,
Antarctica, South America, Africa and Europe. Laurence Fearnley is the author of The Hut Builder.

Summary
In 1988, Lydia Bradey became the first woman to climb Mount Everest without supplementary
oxygen. She made the ascent alone and to date she is the only New Zealander to have made an
oxygen-free ascent. Her climb was a truly remarkable achievement but also an internationally
controversial one. Going Up Is Easy details for the first time the events surrounding Bradey's historic
feat, as well as her many hair-raising expeditions through Alaska, Bhutan, Nepal, Pakistan, India,
China, Europe, and New Zealand. In the spirit of John Krakauer's Into Thin Air or Joe Simpson's
Touching the Void, this book celebrates a life lived on the edge. Through her stories, we encounter a
woman propelled by curiosity and passion to become one of the greatest female high-altitude
adventurers of recent times. Co-written with acclaimed novelist Laurence Fearnley, a long-time friend
of Bradey, and stunningly illustrated throughout, Going Up Is Easy is a life story by turns dramatic,
tender, funny, frank and inspiring.
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9781909430174
Pub Date: 4/1/16
Ship Date: 4/1/16
$17.95
Trade Paperback

248 Pages
Carton Qty: 28
Sports & Recreation  / 
Hiking
SPO018000

7.8 in H | 5 in W | 0.9 in T |
0.7 lb Wt

Moonwalker
Adventures of a Midnight Mountaineer
Alan Rowan

Contributor Bio
Alan Rowan has been a journalist for more than 30 years and a mountaineer for almost as long. He
writes a nationally syndicated column in the UK as Moonwalker and lectures on journalism.

Summary
When Alan Rowan finished his shifts as a sub-editor at a national newspaper at midnight, he knew
he was too jacked up on deadline adrenaline to attempt sleep. At the same time, he was starting to
worry if he would ever complete his ambition: to reach the summit of every "Munro" in Scotland
—those peaks of over 3000 feet. One crazy night, he decided upon a single solution to both
problems. He would begin his ascents in the middle of the night, see the sun rise above the clouds
and then come down the mountain just as everyone else was going up, before arriving home to have
breakfast with his unsuspecting family. Moonwalker is part guide to the magnificent Munros of
Scotland, part memoir, part comedy, part adventure yarn, part tragedy. We see Alan’s transformation
from desk jockey to midnight mountaineer, meet dodgy car salesmen, rabid sheepdogs, charging
deer, superstitious Germans and crooked confectioners—all the while seeing the best of Scotland in a
unique light.

9781613734995
Pub Date: 4/1/16
Ship Date: 4/1/16
$17.99
Trade Paperback

288 Pages
Carton Qty: 28
Sports & Recreation  / 
Hiking
SPO018000

9 in H | 6 in W | 0.8 in T | 1
lb Wt

Grandma Gatewood's Walk
The Inspiring Story of the Woman Who Saved the Appalachian Trail
Ben Montgomery

Contributor Bio
Ben Montgomery is a staff writer at the Tampa Bay Times and cofounder of the Auburn Chautauqua,
a Southern writers’ collective. He was a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize in 2010 and has won many other
national writing awards. He lives in Florida.

Summary
Emma Gatewood told her family she was going on a walk and left her small Ohio hometown with a
change of clothes and less than two hundred dollars. The next anybody heard from her, this genteel,
farm-reared, sixty-seven-year-old great-grandmother had walked 800 miles along the 2,050-mile
Appalachian Trail. By September 1955 she stood atop Maine’s Mount Katahdin, sang “America, the
Beautiful,” and proclaimed, “I said I’ll do it, and I’ve done it.”
Driven by a painful marriage, Grandma Gatewood not only hiked the trail alone, she was the first
person—man or woman—to walk it twice and three times. At age seventy-one, she hiked the
2,000-mile Oregon Trail. Gatewood became a hiking celebrity, and appeared on TV with Groucho
Marx and Art Linkletter. The public attention she brought to the trail was unprecedented. Her vocal
criticism of the lousy, difficult stretches led to bolstered maintenance, and very likely saved the trail
from extinction.
Author Ben Montgomery interviewed surviving family members and hikers Gatewood met along the
trail, unearthed historic newspape...
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9781877505454
Pub Date: 6/1/15
Ship Date: 6/1/15
$16.95
Trade Paperback

392 Pages
Carton Qty: 24
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Adventurers & Explorers
BIO023000

7.8 in H | 5 in W | 1.3 in T |
1 lb Wt

High Altitude
Mountaineer, Airline Pilot, Modern-day Adventurer
Mike Allsop

Contributor Bio
Mike Allsop is a commercial airline pilot, adventurer, and speaker.

Summary
Mountaineer, pilot, ultra runner, and ordinary guy, Mike Allsop is an adventurer of the truest kind

Most people who survived an almost unsurviveable plane crash would be tempted to sit back, take a
good hard look at life, and take things a little bit easier. Mike Allsop is not most people. Almost
losing his life in a Twin Otter crash off the coast of Hawaii awakened Mike's zest for life and his thirst
for adventure. Mountaineering became Mike's passion and climbing led to him almost getting shot in
Russia, narrowly missing a fatal avalanche in Peru, returning a replica of a stolen Yeti hand to a
Nepalese monastery, and then attempting the biggest climb of them all—Everest. Not content with
being an exceptional climber, Mike then decided to take up running. But he was never going to be a
weekend jogger, he soon cooked up plans to run seven marathons, in seven continents, in seven
days—The 777 Project—and also to run the world's highest marathon on the slopes of Mt. Everest.

9781613730225
Pub Date: 6/1/15
Ship Date: 6/1/15
$19.95
Hardcover

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 30
Cooking  /  Regional & Ethnic
CKB002020

5.5 in W | 8.5 in H | 1.1 lb
Wt

Eating Appalachia
Rediscovering Regional American Flavors
Darrin Nordahl

Contributor Bio
Darrin Nordahl is the author of Public Produce: Cultivating Our Parks, Plazas, and Streets for Healthier
Cities. He blogs daily about food at 365wholefoods.com and has written for CNN, the Huffington Post,
and Grist.org. He lives in Oakland, California.

Summary
Dozens of indigenous fruits, vegetables, nuts, and game animals are waiting to be rediscovered by
American epicures, and Appalachia stocks the largest pantry with an abundance of delectable flavors.
In Eating Appalachia, Darrin Nordahl looks at the unique foods that are native to the region, including
pawpaws, ramps, hickory nuts, American persimmons, and elk, and offers delicious and award-
winning recipes for each ingredient, along with sumptuous color photographs. The twenty-three
recipes include: Pawpaw Panna Cotta, Pawpaw Whiskey Sour, Chianti-Braised Elk Stew, Pan-Fried
Squirrel with Squirrel Gravy, Ramp Linguine, and Wild Ginger Poached Pears, among others. Nordahl
also examines some of the business, governmental, and ecological issues that keep these wild, and
arguably tastier, foods from reaching our tables.

Eating Appalachia profiles local chefs, hunters, and locavores who champion these native ingredients
and describes food festivals—like the Pawpaw Festival in Albany, Ohio; the Feast of the Ramson in
Richwood, West Virginia; and Elk Night at Jenny Wiley State Park in Presto...
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9781903070895
Pub Date: 4/1/15
Ship Date: 4/1/15
$16.95
Trade Paperback

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 64
Travel  /  Africa
TRV002020

7.8 in H | 5 in W | 0.7 in T |
0.4 lb Wt

Touch the Sky
Tess Burrows

Contributor Bio
Tess Burrows is the author of Cold Hands, Warm Heart and Cry From the Highest Mountain. A peace
activist, she set up the charity Climb for Tibet to raise money for schooling in Tibet.

Summary
The peace activist and founder of Climb for Tibet attempts a peace climb to the top of Kilimanjaro

For Tess Burrows climbing to the Roof of Africa was to be the final step to fulfill her dream. This gutsy
and compassionate grandmother has spent more than a decade pushing herself to incredible limits.
She has climbed the world’s highest summits and trekked to both the North and South Poles to call
out the thousands of peace messages she’s collected from every nation on earth. On this latest
journey, share in Tess’s experiences of the vibrancy and colors of Africa and its people. Be with her
on the profound challenges of the climb. A climb where as a metaphor for people to pull together,
she attempts to pull a tire packed with peace messages up the famed summit of Africa’s highest
mountain, Kilimanjaro. Is passion alone enough to make something happen?

9780099505082
Pub Date: 11/1/14
On Sale Date: 4/21/14
Ship Date: 11/1/14
$18.95
Trade Paperback

432 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Adventurers & Explorers
BIO023000
Territory: Canada only

7.8 in H | 5.1 in W | 1.1 in T
| 0.8 lb Wt

Shipton & Tilman
The Great Decade of Himalayan Exploration
Jim Perrin

Contributor Bio
Jim Perrin is a travel writers and was one of the best British rock-climbers. He is a regular contributor
to the Climber, the Daily Telegraph, the Great Outdoors, and the Guardian. His biography, Menlove, was
the first outright winner of the Boardman Tasker Prize, for which all of his subsequent books have
been shortlisted. His previous book, The Villain, was joint winner of the Boardman Tasker Prize and
winner of the Mountain History Prize at the Banff festival.

Summary
Making use of unpublished diaries, journals, and extensive correspondence, the extraordinary story
of two British mountaineers who single-handedly mapped out much of the Himalayas—including
Everest—and the mountains of Africa

In the 1930s, Tilman and the younger Shipton pioneered many routes in Africa and the Himalayas
and found the key to unlocking Everest. They crossed Africa by bicycle, explored China with Spender
and Auden, journeyed down the Oxus River to its source and, with no support, opened up much of
the Nepalese Himalaya. In the words of Jim Perrin, "The journeys of discovery undertaken through
two decades by this pair of venturesome ragamuffins are unparallelled in the annals of mountain
exploration." This is a fresh and original portrait of one of the greatest exploring partnerships in
history, and of the quirky, humorous friendship that underpinned it.
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9780985642983
Pub Date: 11/1/14
Ship Date: 11/1/14
$17.95
Postcard Book or Pack

10 Pages
Carton Qty: 37
Travel  /  United States
TRV025120

6 in W | 4 in H | 0.4 lb Wt

Rocky Mountain Summer Blank Note Card Set
Michael Schafbuch

Contributor Bio
Michael Schafbuch is an artist and the illustrator of A Is for Aspen, B Is for Boston, and C Is for
Chicago. He lives in Seattle.

Summary
This set of 10 beautifully designed note cards depicts quintessential scenes that capture the look
and feel of the Rocky Mountains during summer. The cards feature a grove of Aspen trees sheltering
the shadowed outline of a black bear; a balloon race in progress in a colorful mountain valley; a raft
bouncing down rapids in a warm mountain canyon; cyclists riding down dusty hills with mountain
bikes and tour riders trekking up a steep mountain grade; a lone fly fisherman in a beautiful
morning on the river. Each 4 x 6 card is blank on the inside, and the set includes a pair of each of
the five designs.

9780985642976
Pub Date: 11/1/14
Ship Date: 11/1/14
$17.95
Postcard Book or Pack

10 Pages
Carton Qty: 30
Travel  /  United States
TRV025120

6 in W | 4 in H | 0.4 lb Wt

Rocky Mountain Winter Blank Note Card Set
Michael Schafbuch

Contributor Bio
Michael Schafbuch is an artist and the illustrator of A Is for Aspen, B Is for Boston, and C Is for
Chicago. He lives in Seattle.

Summary
This set of 10 beautifully designed note cards depicts quintessential scenes that capture the look
and feel of the Rocky Mountains during winter. The cards feature a gondola stretching across its
cable; a double-black-diamond ski run; a mountain pass where skiers are carrying their skis to the
top; a view of skiers and snowboarders on a quad lift moving into the clouds; and a skier flying off a
jump in front of a crowd. Each 4 x 6 card is blank on the inside, and the set includes a pair of each
of the five designs.
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9780719807190
Pub Date: 6/1/14
Ship Date: 6/1/14
$39.95
Hardcover

208 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Sports & Recreation  / 
Mountaineering
SPO029000

11 in H | 8.1 in W | 8.1 in T
| 2.5 lb Wt

A Passion for Mountains
Hannah Burrows-Smith, Iain Peter

Contributor Bio
Hannah Burrows-Smith is a British Mountain Guide who has spent many years climbing and skiing in
the Scottish Highlands and widely throughout Europe.

Summary
A Passion for Mountains presents a compilation of stories written by members of the British Mountain
Guides. Documenting both personal climbing and mountaineering adventures as well as those
shared with clients, the stories in this book represent the diversity of the mountain activities these
professionals thrive on: from first ascents on British winter cliffs to thought-provoking ascents of
north faces in the European Alps, and from the big walls of Yosemite and Patagonia to endurance
when facing the challenges of the high Himalaya. This fascinating account of mountaineering gives
an insight into the climbing adventures that contribute to every Guide’s experience, and explores the
difficulties that even some of the world’s most experienced mountaineers encounter when making
decisions in the mountains. It gives us a unique perspective into what motivates and drives
climbers; where they find fulfilment and reward, and at the same time how they deal with failure.

9781613747186
Pub Date: 4/1/14
$26.95
Hardcover

288 Pages
Carton Qty: 22
Sports & Recreation  / 
Hiking
SPO018000

9 in H | 6 in W | 1.1 in T |
1.2 lb Wt

Grandma Gatewood's Walk
The Inspiring Story of the Woman Who Saved the Appalachian Trail
Ben Montgomery

Contributor Bio
Ben Montgomery is a staff writer at the Tampa Bay Times and cofounder of the Auburn Chautauqua,
a Southern writers’ collective. He was a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize in 2010 and has won many other
national writing awards.

Summary
Winner of the 2014 National Outdoor Book Awards for History/Biography

Emma Gatewood told her family she was going on a walk and left her small Ohio hometown with a
change of clothes and less than two hundred dollars. The next anybody heard from her, this genteel,
farm-reared, 67-year-old great-grandmother had walked 800 miles along the 2,050-mile
Appalachian Trail. And in September 1955, having survived a rattlesnake strike, two hurricanes, and
a run-in with gangsters from Harlem, she stood atop Maine’s Mount Katahdin. There she sang the
first verse of “America, the Beautiful” and proclaimed, “I said I’ll do it, and I’ve done it.”

Grandma Gatewood, as the reporters called her, became the first woman to hike the entire
Appalachian Trail alone, as well as the first person—man or woman—to walk it twice and three times.
Gatewood became a hiking celebrity and appeared on TV and in the pages of Sports Illustrated. The
public attention she brought to the little-known footpath was unprecedented. Her vocal criticism of
the lousy, difficult stretches led to bolstered maintenance, and very likely...
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9780752491486
Pub Date: 10/1/13
$16.95
Trade Paperback

224 Pages
Carton Qty: 48
Biography & Autobiography
 /  Adventurers & Explorers
BIO023000

7.7 in H | 4.5 in W | 0.8 in T
| 0.6 lb Wt

Mountain of the Dead
The Dyatlov Pass Incident
Keith McCloskey

Contributor Bio
Keith McCloskey is the author of Glasgow Airport and Airwork: A History.

Summary
The Dyatlov Pass incident resulted in nine unsolved, mysterious deaths; Keith McCloskey attempts
to decipher the bizzare events that led up to that night and the subsequent aftermath

In January 1959, 10 experienced young skiers set out to travel to a mountain named Mount Otorten
in the far north of Russia. Otorten translates to "don't go there" in the local Mansi language. During
the trip, one of the skiers fell ill and returned. The remaining nine lost their way and ended up on
another mountain slope known as Kholat Syakhl, or "Mountain of the Dead." On the night of
February 1, 1959, something or someone caused the skiers to flee their tent in terror, using knives
to slash their way out instead of using the entrance. When they failed to return home, search parties
were sent out and their bodies were found, some with massive internal injuries but all without
external marks. The autopsy report showed that the injuries were caused by "an unknown compelling
force." Subsequently, the area was sealed off for years by the authorities and the deaths and events
of that night remained unexplai...

9781938946110
Pub Date: 7/1/13
$11.95
Trade Paperback

36 Pages
Carton Qty: 0
Juvenile Nonfiction  / 
Science & Nature
JNF037060
Series: I Wonder Why

9.4 in W | 9.9 in H

Spenser and the Rocks
Lawrence F. Lowery

Contributor Bio
Lawrence Lowery taught in the Oakland, CA, public schools before becoming a professor of science
education at the University of California, Berkeley. He has more than 40 years’ experience creating
science activities and programs, developing curricula, and writing articles and books, including the
NSTA Press publication The Everyday Science Sourcebook and the I Wonder Why series.

Summary
As he begins to discover the interesting rocks all around him, Spenser has many questions about
what he finds. Given the differences in the rocks’ colors, sizes, shapes, and textures, there is much
to learn about rocks! But that’s not all the curious child learns in this tale of discovery. Spenser’s
fascination grows as he sorts and re-sorts his rock collection and asks questions about what he
observes. For Spenser—as well as young readers—the experience is an engaging introduction to
scientific procedures such as classification and research. Spenser and the Rocks is part of the I Wonder
Why book series, written to ignite the curiosity of children in grades K–6 while encouraging them to
become avid readers. These books explore the marvels of geology, land forms, weather,
environments, and other phenomena related to science and nature. Included in each volume is a
Parent/Teacher Handbook with coordinating activities. The I Wonder Why series is written by an
award-winning science educator and published by NSTA Kids, a division of NSTA Press.
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9781851032945
Pub Date: 10/10/12
$11.99
Spiral Bound

34 Pages
Carton Qty: 40
Juvenile Nonfiction  / 
Science & Nature
JNF051180

7 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.5 in T |
0.5 lb Wt

Mountains
Héliadore

Contributor Bio
Héliadore is a children's book creator.

Summary
Explore the mountains of the world. Learn about the way people, animals, and birds adapt to living
high up in the cold and the snow.

9781555917234
Pub Date: 9/1/11
$29.95
Trade Paperback

464 Pages
Carton Qty: 16
Print Run: 3K
History  /  United States
HIS036140

9 in H | 6 in W | 1.3 in T |
1.4 lb Wt

The New Eldorado
The Story of Colorado's Gold and Silver Rushes
Phyllis Flanders Dorset

Contributor Bio
Phyllis Flanders Dorset: Phyllis Flanders Dorset is a freelance technical editor and the author of
Historic Ships Afloat, published in 1967.

Summary
For forty years they flooded Colorado—gold diggers, silver miners, outlaws, gamblers, and pioneers
—looking for another Golden Fleece. Colorado comes alive in this classic overview of the gold and
silver rushes, where fortunes were won and lost. Phyllis Flanders Dorset has re-created a lusty
frontier scenario of one of the most exciting chapters in American history. Crammed with colorful
characters and unforgettable incidents, The New Eldorado races through lawless, thrilling, turn-of-
the-century Colorado with the fascination of a novel and fidelity of scholarly history.

Phyllis Flanders Dorset is a freelance technical editor and the author of Historic Ships Afloat.
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9781847971463
Pub Date: 2/1/10
$39.95
Trade Paperback

192 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Sports & Recreation  / 
Mountaineering
SPO029000

6.5 in W | 9.5 in H | 0.5 in T
| 1 lb Wt

Complete Caving Manual
Andy Sparrow

Contributor Bio
Andy Sparrow is the director of the films A Rock and A Hard Place and Sold.

Summary
Underground cave systems have a unique fascination for explorers, with their soaring caverns,
breath-taking formations, and potential for finding uncharted passageways. Illustrated throughout
with stunning photographs and explanatory diagrams, The Complete Caving Manual is a comprehensive
guide to safe, responsible caving for novices and experts alike. Topics covered include: how caves
and cave formations develop; modern caving equipment; planning and preparation for a caving trip;
party leadership; horizontal techniques; vertical techniques and rope work; dealing with
emergencies; exploring underground; cave flora and fauna, and where to cave.

9781555917159
Pub Date: 10/1/09
$29.95
Hardcover

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 9
Print Run: 10K
Photography  /  Subjects &
Themes
PHO023100

9.8 in H | 9 in W | 1.2 in T |
3.5 lb Wt

Voices of the American West
Meredith Ogilby, Corinne Platt

Contributor Bio
Corinne Platt is a writer living in the old mining town of Ophir, Colorado. For many years she was an
English teacher at the Colorado Rocky Mountain School in Carbondale, Colorado, and is now a
freelance writer and runs a lecture series in the nearby town of Telluride. Meredith Ogilby is a
freelance photographer and author whose images have been published extensively in Colorado. Her
book A Life Well-Rooted: Women of Colorado's Roaring Fork Valley, won the Caroline Bancroft Award
for the advancement of Colorado History. She lives in Carbondale, Colorado.

Summary
“...A collection of narratives and photographs that begins a dialogue about the convergence of past,
present and future in our region.”—Vail Daily
This documentary-style collection of photographs and narratives profiles a wide range of prominent
figures of the West as they engage in candid discussions about the region and its identity. A diverse
group of visionary men and women, they may differ in politics but remain united in their belief that
the West requires inspired action if it is going to endure challenges posed by political, cultural, and
environmental pressures. Allowing those on each side of the issues to speak freely, this important
work tackles such topics as education, recreation, immigration, ranching, alternative energy, wildlife
habitat protection, oil and gas extraction, urban development, and water conservation. Exemplifying
photography and journalism at its best, Voices of the American West provides a panoramic view of
today's evolving West. The collection features Terry Tempest Williams, Stewart Udall, Katie Lee, Dave
Foreman, and many others.

Corinne Platt is a wri...
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9780979059704
Pub Date: 9/1/09
$85.00
Hardcover

190 Pages
Carton Qty: 6
Photography  /  Individual
Photographers
PHO011010

13.5 in W | 11 in H | 1 in T |
5 lb Wt

Himalayan Portfolios
Journeys of the Imagination
Kenneth Hanson, PhD

Contributor Bio
Kenneth Hanson is a writer, an exhibiting artist, and an extreme-climates landscape photographer.
He is a former senior research biochemist at the Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station, and is a
member of the Silvermine Guild of Artists. He lives in Orange, Connecticut.

Summary
Dramatically immortalizing the breathtaking beauty and remote wilderness of one of the planet’s last
untamed frontiers, this intriguing photographic exploration of near inaccessible landscape and
culture illuminates the starkly beautiful but often inhospitable Himalayan regions. Religiously
documented over a 20-year period, these glorious, panoramic black-and-white images—including
one breathtaking, 48-inch panorama—are the remarkable result of a dedicated and passionate
fascination with the history and vistas of the Himalayas. Complemented by trekking maps of
mountains, glaciers, and rivers—from the peaks of Kashmir, the Hidden Realm, and the Great Cleft
of the Kali Gandaki to mighty Mount Everest in Tibet and Nepal—and accompanied by scholarly
essays penned with scientific, geological, and spiritual analysis of the region, this stunning visual
journey illustrates the Himalayas as an enduring emblem of man’s ultimate challenge in nature.

9781555916572
Pub Date: 6/1/09
$9.95
Trade Paperback

32 Pages
Carton Qty: 100
Print Run: 5K
Juvenile Nonfiction  / 
Science & Nature
JNF037060

8.5 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.2 in T
| 0.3 lb Wt

Sand to Stone
And Back Again
Nancy Bo Flood, Tony Kuyper

Contributor Bio
Nancy Bo Flood's work has focused primarily on children and young adults, whether as a writer,
counselor, teacher, or parent. She has lived in Malawi, Africa, Hawaii, Japan, the western Pacific, and,
most recently, the Navajo Nation Reservation. Tony Kuyper is a photographer living in the heart of
the desert Southwest, in northern Arizona near the small community of Shonto. In addition to solo
exhibits of his work, he has been featured by Smart Photography magazine for their "Master
Craftsman" interview series, and has had work accepted in PhotoSpiva, an annual worldwide photo
competition in Joplin, Missouri.

Summary
A beautiful combination of photographs, drawings, and text for preschool age and up illustrates how
sand becomes stone, forming the landscape of the desert Southwest. Highlights the many amazing
forms from hoodoos to arches, showing how change creates beauty.
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9781555915490
Pub Date: 4/1/06
$21.95
Hardcover

180 Pages
Carton Qty: 12
Print Run: 3K
Travel  /  Parks &
Campgrounds
TRV018000

13 in H | 11.5 in W | 4.7 in T
| 3.6 lb Wt

Mesa Verde National Park
The First 100 Years
Mesa Verde Museum Association

Contributor Bio
The Mesa Verde Museum Association was established in 1930. For nearly 70 years, they have
offered visitors to the park information which enables them to more fully appreciate the cultural and
natural resources in this corner of Colorado.

Summary
Beautifully illustrated with historic and full-color photos and filled with modern essays and fascinating
historic extracts, this book is a wealth of information on a beloved national park and World Cultural
Heritage Site.

9781555915544
Pub Date: 12/1/05
$12.95
Trade Paperback

34 Pages
Carton Qty: 106
Print Run: 5K
Science  /  Earth Sciences
SCI019000

10 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.2 in T
| 0.4 lb Wt

Ancient Denvers
Scenes from the Past 300 Million Years of the Colorado Front Range
Kirk Johnson, Jan Vriesen, Gary Stabb, Donna Bragi...

Contributor Bio
Kirk R. Johnson is the Sant Director of the Smithsonian's National Museum of Natural History. He
received his PhD in geology and paleobotany from Yale University in 1989, and did postdoctoral
research in the rainforests of northern Australia before joining the Denver Museum of Natural History
in 1991, where he directed the installation of the museum's Prehistoric Journey exhibit. His research
focuses on fossil plants, the environmental effects of the dinosaur-smiting asteroid, and the birth
and death of biomes. Johnson lives in Washington, D. C.

Summary
A look at how the geology, environment, and landscape of what is now Denver has changed over the
millennia.
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9781555915346
Pub Date: 7/1/05
$15.95
Trade Paperback

256 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Print Run: 3K
Travel  /  United States
TRV025120

7 in H | 5 in W | 0.6 in T |
0.7 lb Wt

Access Anything: Colorado
Adventuring with Disabilities
Craig P. Kennedy

Contributor Bio
Craig P. Kennedy and Andrea C. Jehn are both lifelong outdoor enthusiasts with voracious appetites
for travel and recreation. After college, a skiing accident left Craig paralyzed. Making a critical
decision to live life to its fullest, even from a wheelchair, he decided to take advantage of his new
situation and make a difference in millions of people's lives. Craig P. Kennedy and Andrea C. Jehn
are both lifelong outdoor enthusiasts with voracious appetites for travel and recreation. After college,
a skiing accident left Craig paralyzed. Making a critical decision to live life to its fullest, even from a
wheelchair, he decided to take advantage of his new situation and make a difference in millions of
people's lives.

Summary
Colorado is an adventure state and it leads the country in accessible outdoor activities. This book will
guide people with disabilities and their travel partners to some of the best places Colorado has to
offer. Includes general travel tips and addresses the needs of travelers young to old, paraplegic to
quadriplegic, manual to power chair. From the most mobile to the least active person, this book will
help readers decide where they can go, and what they can do once they get there.

9781555915759
Pub Date: 7/1/05
$16.95
Trade Paperback

240 Pages
Carton Qty: 32
Print Run: 3K
Travel  /  United States
TRV025120

9 in H | 6 in W | 0.6 in T |
0.8 lb Wt

Colorado's Best (2nd Edition)

The Essential Guide to Favorite Places
Bruce Caughey, Doug Whitehead

Contributor Bio
A fourth-generation Coloradan, Bruce Caughey has had a lifelong interest in the state. These days,
he can be found hiking, fishing, skiing, and biking in the mountains of Colorado or spending time at
his family's cabin near Deckers. Doug Whitehead is the writer and producer of the award-winning
program Colorado Getaways, for KCNC-TV Channel 4 in Denver. Both he and co-author Bruce
Caughey have two young daughters, the four of whom have helped their fathers explore, recreate,
and rate many of the Colorado adventures in this book.

Summary
Completely redesigned and updated, Colorado's Best is still the only guide visitors and residents of
the state will need to find the best that Colorado has to offer. New to this edition are expert picks,
where some of Colorado's most colorful characters will guide you to their favorite places: Eric Warner,
Lead Dog (a.k.a. Brewmaster) for Flying Dog Brewery, signs off on his favorite microbrews, and
world-class mountaineer Gerry Roach will let you in on the secret of his favorite Colorado climbs. This
edition also contains expanded information for the Western Slope and southern Colorado
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9781555913182

Pub Date: 5/1/05

$14.95

Trade Paperback

280 Pages

Carton Qty: 40

Print Run: 3K

Travel  /  United States

TRV025120

9 in H | 6 in W | 0.5 in T |

0.9 lb Wt

New Mexico Guide, 3rd Ed. (3rd Edition)

The Definitive Guide to the Land of Enchantment
Barbara Laine, Don Laine

Summary
The insider's perspective on where to go and what to do in New Mexico--from major attractions to
lesser-known gems.

9781555914912

Pub Date: 4/1/05

$18.95

Trade Paperback

224 Pages

Carton Qty: 42

Print Run: 3K

Travel  /  United States

TRV025120

9 in H | 6 in W | 0.6 in T |

0.8 lb Wt

Culinary New Mexico
The Ultimate Food Lover's Guide
Sally Moore

Contributor Bio
Sally Moore was born in Buffalo, New York, but the first time she saw the hard, proud deserts, the
evergreen mountains bathed in light, and the golden glow of the pueblos, she knew she must live
there. Ms Moore has lived in Albuquerque, New Mexico, for ten years now and proudly writes about
the state's treasures.

Summary
This travel guide covers everything and anything food-related in New Mexico, including gourmet
groceries, cooking schools, farmers markets, food festivals, wineries, and restaurants. Recipes from
the state's top chefs are also included. The book is organized by major cities and regions and
includes additional resources. The history and cultural heritage of food in New Mexico through the
fusion of Mexican, Spanish, and Native American cuisines is also discussed.
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9781555915292

Pub Date: 11/1/04

$18.95

Trade Paperback

392 Pages

Carton Qty: 24

Print Run: 3K

Travel  /  United States

TRV025120

9 in H | 6 in W | 1.1 in T |

1.3 lb Wt

Snowshoeing Colorado (3rd Edition)

Claire Walter

Contributor Bio
Award-winning author Claire Walter has written books about skiing, snowshoeing and Colorado's
vibrant culinary scene for Fulcrum. Honors include two Lowell Thomas Awards from Colorado Ski
Country USA, CSCUSA's Freelance Writer of the Year Award, three Society of American Travel Writers
awards, and others.

Summary
Award-winning trail guide to Colorado's hottest winter sport revised and updated.

9781555914868

Pub Date: 10/1/04

$16.95

Trade Paperback

288 Pages

Carton Qty: 26

Print Run: 3K

History  /  United States

HIS036140

9 in H | 6 in W | 0.9 in T |

1.1 lb Wt

Of Chiles, Cacti, and Fighting Cocks
Notes on the American West
Frederick Turner

Contributor Bio
Frederick Turner has been gathering notes on the American West, consciously and otherwise, ever
since he first gazed upon these superb spaces in the summer of 1951. Mr. Turner lives in Santa Fe,
New Mexico. He is the author of seven books that explore the American experience.

Summary
Sharp-witted observations on the unusual and often intriguing dichotomy of the real and the
legendary in the American West.
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9781555915315

Pub Date: 9/1/04

$19.95

Trade Paperback

416 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Print Run: 3K

Fiction  /  Anthologies

FIC003000

9 in H | 6 in W

Western Voices
125 Years of Colorado Writing
Steve Grinstead, Ben Fogelberg

Summary
This compilation of essays features outstanding writing by the best and best-known authors
published by the Colorado Historical Society over the course of its history.

9781555914943

Pub Date: 8/1/03

$19.95

Trade Paperback

160 Pages

Carton Qty: 40

Travel  /  United States

TRV025120

8 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.4 in T |

0.9 lb Wt

Colorado Outdoor Lover's Guide
Front Range Living, Niki Hayden

Contributor Bio
Front Range Living Publisher Niki Hayden and her staff of writers celebrate the diversity and quality
of life in Colorado, and bring you a rich assortment of choices for making the most of life in the
mountain state. In addition, each story is accompanied by full-color photographs and resources
information.

Summary
In a state famous for spectacular outdoor attractions, you and your family can hike in the
mountains, witness a crane migration, soak in a hot springs, take a balloon trip across the Rockies,
and much, much more. From inexpensive to free, here are just a few of the outings that await you:
Pawnee National Grassland, fly-fishing, wild butterflies, and hiking a Fourteener.
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9781555914554

Pub Date: 6/1/03

$18.95

Trade Paperback

480 Pages

Carton Qty: 24

Travel  /  United States

TRV025120

9 in H | 6 in W | 1 in T | 1.4

lb Wt

Culinary Colorado
The Ultimate Food Lover's Guide
Claire Walter

Contributor Bio
Award-winning author Claire Walter has written books about skiing, snowshoeing and Colorado's
vibrant culinary scene for Fulcrum. Honors include two Lowell Thomas Awards from Colorado Ski
Country USA, CSCUSA's Freelance Writer of the Year Award, three Society of American Travel Writers
awards, and others.

Summary
Bestselling Colorado author Claire Walter claims she could write a book called Good Bread Is My
Weakness. But, of course, bread is not her only "weakness." She delights in discovering "authentic
and honest food" and shares her many taste discoveries in this new compendium of great Colorado
venues for food-loving Coloradans and visitors to the state. Within the pages of this informative,
personal guide, Walter introduces readers to the many fine sources of good food in today's Colorado

9781555911140

Pub Date: 5/1/03

$22.95

Trade Paperback

496 Pages

Carton Qty: 24

Travel  /  United States

TRV025120

9 in H | 6 in W | 1.1 in T |

1.6 lb Wt

The Utah Guide, 3rd Ed. (3rd Edition)

Alan Kent Powell

Contributor Bio
Allan Kent Powell is historian and public history coordinator with the Utah State Historical Society. He
is the author of 6 books and teaches at Westminster College in Salt Lake City, where he and his wife
live.

Summary
This reliable guide shows travelers hundreds of things to see and do throughout Utah.
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9781555912383

Pub Date: 3/1/01

$14.95

Trade Paperback

160 Pages

Carton Qty: 54

Travel  /  United States

TRV025120

9 in H | 6 in W | 0.4 in T |

0.5 lb Wt

Colorado's Lost Creek Wilderness
Classic Summit Hikes
Gerry Roach

Contributor Bio
Gerry Roach started climbing in Colorado in 1955. Among his numerous accomplishments, Gerry is
the second person ever to climb the highest peak on each of the seven continents. In more than 50
years of mountaineering, he has climbed in dozens of states and countries. Jennifer Roach is an
expert on Colorado's mountains. She has climbed Colorado's 500 highest peaks and is close to
finishing all of Colorado's thirteeners. She has climbed Colorado's mountains for 20 years and knows
all about places most of us have never heard of.

Summary
Now, in Colorado's Lost Creek Wilderness: Classic Summit Hikes, Gerry Roach, one of the world's
most renowned mountaineers and an authority on Colorado's fourteeners, and Jennifer Roach, an
expert on the Lost Creek Wilderness, provide outdoor enthusiasts with the first-ever hiking guide to
this beautiful area. The hikes in this guide all lead to the summit of peaks, and the summit hikes
vary in difficulty from short romps to all-day efforts. The highest summits in the Lost Creek
Wilderness rise only a few hundred feet above treeline, but the summit plateaus are special places.
You can hike for hours through tree-filled meadows that eventually burst upon a private universe far
above roads and cities.

9781555914042

Pub Date: 3/1/98

$21.95

Trade Paperback

208 Pages

Carton Qty: 54

Travel  /  United States

TRV025120

9 in H | 6 in W | 0.5 in T |

0.6 lb Wt

Colorado's Indian Peaks, 2nd Ed. (2nd Edition)

Classic Hikes and Climbs
Gerry Roach

Contributor Bio
Gerry Roach started climbing in Colorado in 1955. Among his numerous accomplishments, Gerry is
the second person ever to climb the highest peak on each of the seven continents. In more than 50
years of mountaineering, he has climbed in dozens of states and countries.

Summary
In this concise and fully updated guidebook, Gerry Roach shares his firsthand knowledge and
experience, offering us a chance to explore some of Colorado's finest mountain trails.
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9781555911201

Pub Date: 3/1/93

$15.95

Trade Paperback

304 Pages

Carton Qty: 48

Travel  /  United States

TRV025110

9 in H | 6 in W | 0.6 in T |

0.9 lb Wt

Rocky Mountain Walks
Gary Ferguson

Contributor Bio
Gary Ferguson is a freelance writer whose travel and outdoor recreation articles have appeared in
many national magazines including Field & Stream, Outside, and Sierra. He is the author of ten
books. He lives in Red Lodge, Montana, with his wife, Jane.

Summary
Far from being just another "where to go" guide, Rocky Mountain Walks is the next best thing to
heading down the trail with a naturalist at your side.

9781910449301

Pub Date: 5/1/16

Ship Date: 5/1/16

$14.95

Trade Paperback

272 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Travel  /  Essays &

Travelogues

TRV010000

8 in H | 5 in W | 1 in T | 0.7

lb Wt

Doubling Back
Ten Paths Trodden in Memory
Linda Cracknell

Contributor Bio
Linda Cracknell was shortlisted for the Scottish First Book Award for her story collection Life Drawing
and the Robin Jenkins Literary Award for environmental writing.

Summary
In 1952, Linda Cracknell's father embarked on a hike through the Swiss Alps. It was the last walk he
would ever take. Linda retraces that fateful journey 50 years later, following the trail of the man she
barely knew. This collection of walking tales take their theme from that pilgrimage. The walks trace
the contours of memories, following friends, writers, and relations along trails across mountains,
valleys, and coasts from the Highlands of Scotland to Kenya. Each walk is about the reaffirming of
memories, beliefs, and emotions, and especially of the connection that one can have with the past.
This book celebrates life, family, friendship, and walking through mountain landscapes richly
textured with stories. A masterwork of travel writing in the vein of Robert Macfarlane and Roger
Deakin, this lyrical, poignant book contains stunning landscape descriptions.
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9780957148376

Pub Date: 11/15/14

Ship Date: 11/15/14

$24.95

Trade Paperback

160 Pages

Carton Qty: 16

Art  /  History

ART015000

11.5 in H | 9.4 in W | 0.7 in

T | 1.9 lb Wt

The Art of Skiing
Vintage Posters from the Golden Age of Winter Sport
Jenny de Gex

Contributor Bio
Jenny De Gex has brought her expertise as a visual interpreter to more than 100 books, on subjects
from 17th century food to modern travel and interior design.

Summary
From the 19th to 20th century, skiing underwent great changes as it rose in popularity—as did the
advertisements and art of the sport, which have since become collectors' items

Immigrant Scandinavian gold miners chasing the Gold Rush mid-19th century introduced skiing to
the United States. By the turn of the 20th century, skiing had emerged from its utilitarian origins to
become a fashionable sport in both Europe and North America, and a wave of new, stylish resorts
emerged. By the 1930s, skiing was by far the most popular winter pastime for the rich and famous
—combining adventure, fashion, and exclusivity. The graphic art of the posters advertising this
burgeoning sport have become collectors' items. The Art of Skiing is a beautiful collection of the finest
examples of poster art. Organized by country and resort, it uses posters from the Beekley
Collection—the largest private collection of ski art in the world—to reflect the changing trends in
skiing fashion and technique, and investigates the most popular resorts, their establishment, and
their development.

9781847975201

Pub Date: 8/1/14

Ship Date: 8/1/14

$18.95

Trade Paperback

96 Pages

Carton Qty: 54

Sports & Recreation  / 

Snowboarding

SPO072000

Series: Crowood Sports

Guides

7.5 in W | 10 in H | 0.6 lb Wt

Snowboarding
Skills, Training, Techniques
Dan Wakeham, Sophie Everard

Contributor Bio
Dan Wakeham has worked in the snowboard industry for 20 years, from the shop floor to competing
in the 2006 Olympics, and now a snowboard brand and athlete manager. Sophie Everard is a
snowboarder and writer with more than 10 years experience within the snow sports industry.

Summary
A practical guide for beginners and improving snowboarders—from how to set up your snowboard
to preparing for competition
Giving in-depth background to snowboarding, this guide teaches readers how to choose the right
equipment and offers detailed explanations of the correct techniques for boardercross, halfpipe,
slopestyle, big air, and rails. It also gives step-by-step instruction to maintaining a board, and covers
the nutrition and fitness necessary to prepare for competition.
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9781877505270

Pub Date: 4/1/14

$22.95

Trade Paperback

392 Pages

Carton Qty: 20

Biography & Autobiography

 /  Sports

BIO016000

6 in W | 9 in H | 1.2 lb Wt

High Altitude
Mountaineer, Airline Pilot, Modern-day Adventurer
Mike Allsop

Contributor Bio
Mike Allsop is a commercial airline pilot, adventurer, and speaker.

Summary
Mountaineer, pilot, ultra runner, and ordinary guy, Mike Allsop is an adventurer of the truest kind

Most people who survived an almost unsurviveable plane crash would be tempted to sit back, take a
good hard look at life, and take things a little bit easier. Mike Allsop is not most people. Almost
losing his life in a Twin Otter crash off the coast of Hawai'i awakened Mike's zest for life and his thirst
for adventure. Mountaineering became Mike's passion and climbing led to him almost getting shot in
Russia, narrowly missing a fatal avalanche in Peru, returning a replica of a stolen Yeti hand to a
Nepalese monastery, and then attempting the biggest climb of them all—Everest. Not content with
being an exceptional climber, Mike decided to take up running. Before long he was attempting to run
the world's highest marathon on the slopes of Mt. Everest. Then an even bigger challenge—seven
marathons, in seven continents, in seven days. He's currently planning his next big adventure – a
journey to the North Pole. Whatever happens, one thing's for sure—he won't be sitting on the couch
wondering...

9781743317648

Pub Date: 4/1/14

$16.95

Trade Paperback

256 Pages

Carton Qty: 52

Biography & Autobiography

 /  Sports

BIO016000

5 in W | 8 in H | 0.5 lb Wt

Running to Extremes
Lisa Tamati

Contributor Bio
Lisa Tamati is the author of Running Hot. She has completed most of the world's toughest endurance
races.

Summary
Lisa Tamati takes on some of the world's most extreme ultraraces in an inspiring look at the reality
of a long-distance runner
Lisa Tamati gets asked one question more than any other: why do you do it? Here she attempts to
answer that question and many more about ultramarathon running. In the past few years, Lisa has
taken part in some of the most grueling races on earth. Not content with having run the Badwater
Ultramarathon once, she's been back and done it a second time. She's also completed the Gobi
March and a race in the Egyptian Sahara. However, none of these could have prepared her for her
greatest challenge to date—La Ultra, a 138-mile, nonstop race over the two Himalayan mountain
passes. This book tells the stories behind these races and provides plenty of advice for runners of
all levels and distances. Filled with training tips, gear lists, information on nutrition and supplements,
advice on mental preparation and, most importantly, a focus on how to keep healthy while training
and racing, it will inspire and motivate runners and nonrunners alike.
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9781847974556

Pub Date: 8/1/13

$27.95

Trade Paperback

160 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Sports & Recreation  / 

Running & Jogging

SPO035000

9.3 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.4 in T

| 0.8 lb Wt

Trail and Mountain Running
Sarah Rowell, Wendy Dodds

Contributor Bio
Sarah Rowell is an Olympic marathoner turned off-road runner who has enjoyed international
success on the mountains and trails. She now spends time helping others to do the same.

Summary
Trail and Mountain Running is a practical guide for runners designed to help those who are already
running off road and wanting to improve their performance, to try longer or rougher terrain with
confidence, and those who simply want to venture from roads onto trails and mountain paths for the
first time. Divided into three sections, the book covers training fundamentals—giving you all the
knowledge you need to run off road in terms of training program, looking after your body, kit, and
equipment and staying safe in the environment; racing—providing more detailed advice about what
to do pre, during and post race to maximize performance; and optimizing performance—more
advanced information on training and racing, and supplementary areas such as altitude training,
which can help performance. Throughout the book advice is given relative to four "typical races" of
different lengths and terrain; all of which is interspersed by real life anecdotes and stories from the
authors.

9781847974259

Pub Date: 2/1/13

$32.95

Trade Paperback

176 Pages

Carton Qty: 32

Sports & Recreation  / 

Mountaineering

SPO029000

7.5 in W | 9.5 in H | 1 lb Wt

Rock Climbing
A Guide to Skills, Techniques and Training
Jack Griffiths

Contributor Bio
Jack Griffiths has been involved in rock climbing as an athlete and an instructor for more than 15
years. He has climbed world-renowned routes in traditional, sport, and alpine styles and has coached
members of the British Youth Team, as well as private clients of all abilities.

Summary
A comprehensive guide for novice climbers starting out in the sport, and experienced climbers who
want to improve their rope work, technique, and knowledge of rock climbing

Focusing on indoor and summer rock climbing, this book covers essential safety skills for bouldering,
top roping, sport, traditional, and multi-pitch climbing as well as offering a complete kit list for each
of these styles. Technique training to improve climbing movement is shown through step-by-step
photography. The book also covers abseiling, self-rescue skills, mental training and tactics, how to
train for power and enduraacne, and the history and ethics of rock climbing.
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9783702506742

Pub Date: 3/1/12

$27.99

Hardcover

144 Pages

Carton Qty: 22

Sports & Recreation  / 

Hiking

SPO018000

8.3 in W | 9.5 in H | 0.7 in T

| 1.7 lb Wt

Adventure Grossglockner High Alpine Road
Herbert Gschwendtner

Contributor Bio
Herbert Gschwendtner, born 1948 in Schwarzach, Austria, comes from a mining family; he spent his
childhood in Mühlbach am Hochkönig. Following his apprenticeship as painter and decorator, he went
travelling and tried out various occupations. After an operation, he endeavored to overcome cancer
by writing poems and short stories.

Summary
According to travel writers, nature-lovers and globetrotters, this is one of the most magnificent
panoramic roads worldwide – the 30-mile road that winds its way over the Hohe Tauern mountain
range. This challenging route, where in bygone times traders and smugglers risked their lives, is now
frequented by tourists, bikers, mountaineers and glaciologists. Many people don't realise that what a
world of adventure lies on either side of the Grossglockner High Alpine Road, from which all the most
splendid areas of the Hohe Tauern National Park are accessible. Herbert Gschwendtner shows us
around, describing hiking trails, flora and fauna against the spectacular backdrop of the
Grossglockner mountain and the Pasterze glacier.

9781555917463

Pub Date: 1/1/11

$29.95

Trade Paperback

336 Pages

Carton Qty: 16

Print Run: 10K

Sports & Recreation  / 

Hiking

SPO018000

9 in H | 6 in W | 1.2 in T |

1.9 lb Wt

Colorado's Fourteeners, 3rd Ed. (3rd Edition)

From Hikes to Climbs
Gerry Roach

Contributor Bio
In more than 50 years of mountaineering, Gerry Roach has climbed in dozens of states and
countries, including 12 Alaskan expeditions, 10 Andean expeditions, and 7 Himalayan expeditions.
After climbing Mt. Everest, he became the second person to climb the highest peak on each of the
seven continents. Closer to home, Roach has climbed more than 1,200 named peaks in Colorado,
including all the fourteeners, which he completed for the first time in 1975. Roach lives in Boulder,
Colorado, with his wife and climbing partner, Jennifer Roach.

Summary
A classic guidebook known for its accuracy and comprehensiveness, Colorado’s Fourteeners has been
updated to include GPS coordinates, revised topographic maps, expanded route details, and new
descriptions reflecting alterations to trail access. Besides the often-climbed standard routes, the
guide describes many alternative and technical routes.
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9781555917371

Pub Date: 4/1/10

$12.95

Trade Paperback

128 Pages

Carton Qty: 0

Print Run: 4K

Travel  /  Special Interest

TRV026080

8 in H | 5 in W | 0.5 in T |

1.8 lb Wt

Great Road Rides Denver
Jay P.K. Kenney

Contributor Bio
Jay P. K. Kennedy is a lawyer and an avid outdoorsman and road biker. Among other pursuits, he
has worked as a private investigator, a public defender, and a Colorado Supreme Court prosecutor of
lawyers. He is also a kayaking guide, telemark skiing instructor, and a cartographer. He lives in
Denver.

Summary
Metro Denver is one of the great road-biking areas in America. This guide shows riders how to link
the best streets and bike lanes with dedicated trails to create truly interesting rides that take you
along rivers and creeks, through the best park system in the country, and to the foothills where the
plains meet the Rockies.

Jay P. K. Kenney is an avid outdoorsman and road biker who thought, during the gas crisis of 2008,
that it seemed crazy to drive someplace to ride when Denver offers numerous possibilities to the
curious cyclist.

9781884654114

Pub Date: 10/1/98

$11.95

Trade Paperback

144 Pages

Carton Qty: 76

Sports & Recreation  / 

Winter Sports

SPO052000

Series: Start-Up Sports series

8.5 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.4 in T

| 0.5 lb Wt

Snowboarder's Start-Up (2nd Edition)

A Beginner's Guide to Snowboarding
Doug Werner

Contributor Bio
Doug Werner is the author of nine books in the Start-Up Sports series. He lives in San Diego,
California.

Summary
Here is the essential beginner’s guide to the fastest growing sport in the country according to the
National Sporting Goods Association. The most important questions—how to stop, how to turn, and
how to avoid the crash and burn syndrome—are answered because the author takes the reader along
as he learns the sport himself. Basic gear, preparation, technique, and safety are also discussed.
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